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ABSTRACT
In order to facilitate the use of inexpensive generation when the existing transmission
system creates obstacle to the optimal power transfer, this thesis analyzes the basic trade-
off between using expensive generation and investing in transmission enhancement.
Understanding this trade-off has taken on a new importance as the electric utility industry
undergoes reconstruction from being a regulated monopoly into serving competitive
generation.
This thesis continues the work started by Lecinq [8], that has introduced the basic
notions of an optimal transmission system and a peak-load pricing mechanism capable of
recovering the transmission enhancement investments. However, the main contribution
of this thesis is an in depth study of transmission provision and peak-load pricing on a
relatively large power system, namely, a 24 bus IEEE Reliability Test System' (often used
as an IEEE test standard). In addition, MATLAB-based software was developed to
accomplish the objective of economic efficiency, by valuing trade-offs between the cost
of expensive generation and the transmission enhancement cost. In order to understand
the implications of the peak-load pricing mechanism, various simulations, regarding the
effect of the type of transmission pricing on the overall economic efficiency, were
performed using this software on the IEEE RTS.
Finally, the software developed here could be used as a basic transmission
enhancement planning tool.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Marija Ilic
Title: Senior Research Scientist, Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, M.I.T.
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Introduction
As the electric utility industry undergoes reconstructing, from being a fully regulated
monopoly into becoming a competitive deregulated environment, various technical and
economic problems arise. Until very recently, most of the industry debate was primarily
concerned with generation related issues. On the other hand, the role and the value of the
transmission network seemed to be viewed only as a secondary issue. However, it is
recently becoming clear that, in an environment characterized by a certain degree of
separation of what used to be bundled parts of a vertically integrated industry, i.e.
generation, transmission and demand, the exact role of transmission in facilitating the
most efficient use of available generation must be defined.
In particular, transmission does not only play a role of delivering the power between
designated points of a typically large system, but rather, significantly affects the total
social cost/benefit of supplying a desired demand. Moreover, this issue of a necessary
transmission role becomes even more complex when the transmission network looses its
ability to serve an arbitrary power flow pattern, as desired by parties that wish to sell
power and parties that wish to consume it at particular locations and times.
The transmission grid, as any other physical system, has limitations within which it
can sustain its real-time operation. In situations when some of these limits are reached
(as a partial result of functional separation of generation, transmission and demand), or in
other words, when the grid becomes congested, many new questions arise; How should
the non congested energy market price be modified in a fair and efficient way, so that the
power transfers result in the most possibly efficient cost/benefit, and can this be done
without affecting individual market participants in an unfair way? How should a
transmission provider expand and enhance the existing transmission grid, in order to
facilitate the most efficient use of generation over the planning time horizons? What is
the long run marginal value of the existing and new elements of the grid to the energy
market? All these questions are being discussed in the context of congestion pricing for
real-time energy managment, relevant for system operations.
2 refer to [2]
However, all these questions are also fairly complex, and thus, must be further
subdivided and studied thoroughly. That is why, only certain issues, regarding the
transmission planning, such as the issue of a system transmission service provision, as
well as, an ex-ante pricing approach (reflecting the impact of each supply/demand
transaction on the overall system conditions), will be studied here.
In order to facilitate the use of inexpensive generation when the existing transmission
system creates obstacle to the optimal power transfer, this thesis analyzes the basic trade-
off between using expensive generation and investing in transmission enhancement.
Understanding this trade-off has taken on a new importance as the electric utility industry
undergoes reconstruction from being a regulated monopoly into serving competitive
generation.
This thesis continues the work started by Lecinq [8], that has introduced the basic
notions of an optimal transmission system and a peak-load pricing mechanism capable of
recovering the transmission enhancement investments. However, the main contribution
of this thesis is an in depth study of transmission provision and peak-load pricing on a
relatively large power system, namely, a 24 bus IEEE Reliability Test System 2 (often used
as an IEEE test standard). In addition, MATLAB-based software was developed to
accomplish the objective of economic efficiency, by valuing trade-offs between the cost
of expensive generation and the transmission enhancement cost. In order to understand
the implications of the peak-load pricing mechanism, various simulations, regarding the
effect of the type of transmission pricing on the overall economic efficiency, were
performed using this software on the IEEE RTS.
Although in a deregulated industry the generation cost is generally not going to be
known to the transmission provider, it is still possible to estimate the most likely value of
transmission to the market. All what the transmission provider actually needs to know is a
type of power plant and its size. Having this information, he is in a position to at least
approximate the most valuable gird enhancements and their expected value to various
market users. Depending on the type of information exchange in place, these estimates
will be more or less accurate. In that context, the software developed here could be used
as a basic transmission enhancement planning tool.
2 Economic Dispatch and Optimal power flow
The goal of this Chapter is to overview some basic concepts regarding economic
dispatch and optimal power flow formulation, and finally, to relate this theory to the
simulations discussed in Chapters 8 and 9.
2.1 Economic Dispatch
The basic idea of the economic dispatch is minimizing the total cost of generation in
order to meet the total load given as an external parameter. In a regulated environment
under centralized managment, the system operator has authority over all generators, and
knows the cost of generation Ci (PG), as well as the maximum power output PGax at
each bus i.
On the other hand, in the deregulated environment, a nearly monopsonist system
operator serves its load from its own generating units and/or buying power from other
generators. The cost of generation is obtained from bids by the generators. These bids
can have variety of forms, such as a given amount of power for a given price, or a
constant unitary price up to a maximum output. However, when generators do not have
any market power, the bids yield a cost function as well, eventually obtained after several
iterations. Under the classical assumption of increasing marginal cost, the cost of Gi is
convex. As for any optimization problem, the solution of the economic dispatch does not
depend on the fixed costs. That is why we consider only the variable cost of generation.
A generalized formulation of economic dispatch is maximization of the social
welfare, as measured by the benefit of energy consumption minus the cost of generation.
If the behavior of the consumer at bus i is modeled by the consumer surplus Bi , than it
can be related to the inverse demand function by the following equation
B(PDi) pi (y)dy (2.1)
0
In this formulation, the function Bi is concave and Bi (0)=0.
It can be shown by plotting the demand and supply curves at any given node that the
net impact of bus i on the network only depends on the net power injection P = PGi - Pi
By netting out the effect of simultaneous generation and consumption at some node i, the
social welfare contribution at that node can be represented as the exact opposite of the
social cost:
Ci (PGi PDi) = Ci (PGi) - B(PDi ) (2.2)
Having specified functions of marginal cost and marginal benefit, whatever the price
of power at node i, the power generated PGi and demanded PDi can be determined
unambiguously as functions of the net power injection. Hence, the social cost is a
function of power injection only. Moreover, the social marginal cost of power generation
and consumption at bus i is the sum of the marginal cost of generation and of the
marginal benefit, and is positive whatever the sign of the net power injection:
0C
,  
G i dB i  a G i  dB idC d  d - d  + , 0 (2.3)d i -d• i Pi PGi d PDi
Here, we assume that Ci (0)=0, or in other words, that the economic dispatch solution
does not depend on a fixed social cost.
2.2 Optimal Power Flow (OPF)
2.2.1 Assumptions
The OPF is basically a constrained economic dispatch. Although the problem could
be formulated in the most general form, by using AC load flow equations and all the
operating constraints, such formulation would prevent us from getting interpretable
results. For this reason, we will concentrate only on the main three components of the
cost of transmission services: transmission capital cost, active loss compensation and
generation re-dispatch to relieve congestion. On the other hand, we will neglect
frequency regulation, voltage support and reactive power generation, the system
ancillary services which are not economically important in this transmission pricing
analysis.
The following derivations are carried using the DC load flow equations, under the
assumption that voltage magnitudes do not depart much from their nominal value (1 p.u).
Here, we consider only the generation constraints on active power, taking into account the
effect of active power losses as well.
2.2.2 The formulation of OPF problem
Mathematically speaking, the OPF problem can be formulated very briefly. At a
given hour t and for each bus in the network, the independent (control) variables are the
net power injection IP and the voltage magnitude Vi associated with that bus.
Consequently, the dependent variables are the voltage angle Oi and the reactive power
injection Qi. Then, the problem of social welfare maximization is formulated as:
max (P) = - C (P ) (2.4)
P,V i=1
subject to
S = diag(V)Y*V* (2.5)
T max Vi, j (2.6)
Yirn n max Vi (2.7)
P%7n • PGi PGrax Vi (2.8)
Qen QGi < Q-max Vi (2.9)
This general formulation corresponds to the OPF problem in its exact AC
formulation, using all the existing constraints imposed on the system. However, as
mentioned earlier, we are not going to use this formulation, but rather the DC formulation
of the load flow equations. By avoiding economically non relevant constraints, the
optimization problem will be significantly simplified, and the proposals for transmission
pricing can be set forth, without any significant loss of precision. In addition, assuming
that an appropriate reactive power generation scheduling maintains the node voltages
within the admissible limits, the voltage and reactive power constraints can be excluded.
Hence, the only control variables are the net power injections Pi, while the dependent
variables are the voltage angles Oi and the real power transfers Tij.
In such a simplified model, the load flow equations at each node can be replaced by
the single energy balance constraint, taking the losses into account. This modification is
crucial because the optimization is carried out only with respect to the power injections.
In addition, we can use the shortcuts T=HP and L=P'BP 3 to express explicitly the
transmission flows and losses. Finally, by replacing the absolute value of the real power
transfer with a double constraint on power flows, the optimal power flow formulation
becomes:
max K(P)= Ci (P) (2.10)
P i=l
subject to
n
i= =L(P) (2.11)
i=1
-Tmin7 T•(P)< T m ax VI (2.12)
3 refer to [8], Chapter 3
3 Transmission planning in regulated industry
3.1 Traditional transmission planning
Transmission planning in regulated industry addresses the issues of what generation
and transmission facilities to implement, when to implement and where. The objective is
to determine the expansion pattern in the most economically efficient way, such that the
expanded network is highly reliable and still able to meet the future demand for a long
period of time (usually ranging from 20-30 years). In addition, such objective is subject
to a number of constraints including transmission, maximal generation and load
constraints. Due to the significant size of real power networks (consisting of hundreds of
buses and loads, and thousands of transmission lines), and complexity of the objective
function, there is not a single method which would lead to the indisputable solution of the
optimal transmission planning problem.
In practice, the problem of the long-range transmission planing is subdivided into
generation planning and transmission expansion planning. The general approach is first
to solve the generation expansion problem and then to use generation plan to expand the
transmission grid. Such localized optimization of generation expansion is false and can
only lead to a sub-optimal solutions. Having in mind that a large scale power network
(like entire New England) can consist of dozens of such locally optimized sub-networks,
and considering the system overall, the overall generation plan is even more degraded
from optimal.
Moreover, the problem of expansion planning is further decomposed into several
smaller problems based on the time horizons, such as: short, medium and long range
planning. Although all these problems have different objectives, they are mutually
dependent . In particular, the decisions made in the short run affect the decisions in
medium and long run, and all these decisions must conform with meeting future demand
for electric power at minimum cost and maximum reliability.
Various optimization techniques are widely used to solve transmission planing
problems discussed in the previous section, and their applications require many
simplifications of reality. There are two main types of models of transmission planning:
static and dynamic. The static approach is a sequence of short-term decisions, and it
determines the minimal cost for a long-term planning period by adding the minimum cost
solutions for each year within the planning period.
Alternatively, the dynamic approach yields one minimum cost for the entire planning
period. Under the assumption that the constraints would remain constant throughout the
entire period, the dynamic approach would give a better solution to the problem.
However, usually that is not the case, and therefore, the validity of the dynamic approach
to any model is highly dependent on the ability to realistically forecast and approximate
the future evolution of the model. Due to various uncertainties associated with
transmission planning for longer periods (such as stochastic nature of load modeling,
economic forecasts, etc.), the dynamic approach does not yield a satisfying solution. In
practice, this problem is not being solved by minimizing flexible objective functions
subject to uncertain constraints, but by transforming the dynamic problems into static
ones where steady-state conditions prevail.
Moreover, the restructuring of the electric utility industry imposes significant
changes on the regulated system of operation. In particular, the main concern is the
coordination between short-term operations scheduling and annual resource planning.
This issue raises in turn many questions, such as : If the system is operated on a short-
term market basis, would there be a sufficient supply to meet the long-run demand, and
should this still be of concern in a deregulated environment? How to allocate real time
(SRMC) signals so that system wide efficiency is achieved over the planning period?
How to formulate the new definition of dynamic efficiency for generation and
transmission, such that it would take into account the uncertainties inherent in the
planning period ?[6]
3.2 Static versus dynamic approach
The idea of this thesis is to address
simulations, depending on the particular
and quantitative answers to some of ther
Optimal transmission planning (expansion)
4.1 The importance of optimal transmission planning
The basic idea behind the transmission system is to provide the infrastructure for the
existence of the optimal power flow. In other words, the transmission system enables
transfer of power mainly from low-cost generating units, whose location is usually
determined by natural resources, to loads, usually located in regions where only
expensive generation is available. In that sense, the transmission system enforces the
competition among the generators and enables consumers to buy power from the most
cost-effective producers.
However, the purpose of the transmission system lies far beyond the power
transportation mechanism. In particular, the meshed structure of the transmission system
allows for various dispatch arrangements depending on particular load conditions, and
such ability of the system to serve the native load under various contingencies is what
makes it reliable. Moreover, the meshed structure of transmission system provides
alternative routes between various nodes in network, or as ABB put it: " Transmission
line not only serve to move power. Some parts of the network, namely its major power
delivery lines, are designed at least partly for stability needs. This allows the system to
pick up load and adjust smoothly as the load fluctuates and pick up load smoothly if any
generator fails - what is called stability of operation." [1]
4.2 The incentives for optimal transmission planing
As argued by Lerner, " The social value of the transmission system lies in its ability
to enable operations to be as reliable and cost effective as possible. If the improved
reliability and cost effectiveness that a transmission system creates for market operations
do not translate into benefits for transmission investors, there is case of extranality and
m
market failure".[9] In that context, the incentives for transmission planning, or more
precisely, the opportunity costs of a transmission asset, play a crucial role in optimal
transmission planning.
In the regulated environment, with vertically integrated utilities, the opportunity cost
of a transmission asset is a consequence of a trade-off between enhancing the
transmission grid and producing more generating units. On the other hand, in the
deregulated environment, the concept of a transmission asset is much more complex. In
particular, the reason why there is usually no incentive for the transmission investors to
improve the efficiency of the transmission grid is due to the fact that most of the
transmission systems are regional monopolies. Their natural incentive is to maximize
their total revenues by degrading the capacity of critical transmission lines at the expense
of power suppliers and consumers. That is why, there exists a substantial conflict
between the economic interests of consumers and producers on one side, and the
monopolist owners of the transmission grid on the other. Unless there is competition in
the transmission services, and consequently, unless there are incentives for the investors
to improve the transmission system, the presence of transmission monopolies will
eventually require the intervention of a regulator as it was the case in UK.[7]
4.3 Optimal transmission planning as a consequence of the peak-load pricing
As argued by Lecinq, "conventional economic theory favors SRMC pricing, where
network costs are represented in terms of the marginal costs of transmission losses and
constraints, together with the variable costs of system maintenance and quality of supply.
However, since the transmission market is dominated by capital costs, operating usually
in a near monopolistic or highly restrictive competitive environment, the SRMC pricing
is not appropriate and leads to perverse revenue returns in relation to invested capacities.
On the other hand, LRMC pricing is dependent upon the long-term assessment of
generator costs and capacities together with demand profiles and geographical data."[8]
The peak-load approach discussed in Chapter 6, and implemented in this thesis, is
actually based on the theory of the long run marginal costs (LRMC). By examining the
nature of welfare optimal pricing, this approach takes the fixed cost for transmission
capacity explicitly into account. That is why, at the solution, the net revenues collected by
the system operator, or in other words, the revenues paid by the consumers minus the
total cost of generation, exactly balance the total cost of expansion, (the total transmission
service charges). According to Lecinq, this balance, or so called full investment recovery,
is actually a confirmation of the optimal transmission planning. As he claims, "an optimal
network is a network with enough congestion for the transmission rents to exactly cover
the investment cost."([8] p.p.126)
Besides full investment recovery, there are several other formulations, in recent
literature and technical papers on optimal transmission planning, of what should be
considered a validation of the solution to the problem of optimal transmission planning.
One of those formulations, recently proposed by Lerner, states that "an optimal
transmission system is one that enables the least operating cost of a system for given
generation resources and consumption patterns."([9] p.p.68)
It is my opinion that both of these formulations of the optimal transmission planning
are correct, however, not directly comparable. In particular, in Lecinq's formulation the
transmission grid is taken as given, and only some (or all) of the existing lines are
allowed for expansion. On the other hand, Lerner's formulation allows for removal or
building new transmission lines (between any two nodes in the system which were
originally not directly connected by a single transmission line), and thus, comparing the
contributions of various network topologies to the social welfare.
However, if we consider the case of a fully meshed network, i.e. a system which has
a separate link between any two of its nodes, as the network characterized by the most
general topology, then both Lecinq's and Lerner's formulation would lead to the same
solution. In this context, the solution to the problem of the optimal transmission planning
can be posed as a result of a peak-load pricing formulation on a fully meshed network. In
other words, having fully interconnected system, and allowing for expansion of all lines,
the peak-load pricing mechanism would cut out (not upgrade) the lines with negative
contribution to the total social welfare, and conversely, expand (upgrade or build) the
others.4
Finally, it is important to notice that, even in the most general case of a fully meshed
network, the peak-load pricing would still result in a full investment recovery, and thus,
the original Lecinq's formulation of the optimal network is valid.
4 Being consistent with (6.10), all lines are assumed to exist, but have zero initial rating
( K, representing the transmission capacity of line 1, rather than the net upgrade).
5 Optimal Spot Pricing
5.1 Background
Although previously discussed in various papers and theses, the subject of optimal
spot prices and a spot price based energy market was finally integrated into a coherent
theory by Schweppe, Caramanis, Tabors and Bohn.[10] Spot prices, usually expressed in
cents/kWh, represent the shadow prices of the optimal power flow, or in other words, of
an economic dispatch of generation subject to all technical constraints of the system
described earlier. Moreover, they reflect the operating cost of generating, transmitting and
distributing electrical energy, and generally vary from hour to hour, and from place to
place.
The generation side of the optimal spot pricing is pretty much the same as in the case
of a simple economic dispatch, when the minimization of the total cost of generation was
not subject to any technical constraints. However, Schweppe considers the creation of
"energy market place that involves a variety of utility-customer transactions."
Theoretically, this restructuring of the model results in maximization of the social
welfare, rather than simple minimization of the total generation cost for a given level of
demand. In such a deregulated environment, the objective function is being modified to
symmetrically consider both generation and demand, by using the net power injections at
each node of the system. As a result of this modification (generalization), the consumer
response to price fluctuations is increased, and that may be used as a additional operating
tool for system operators.
The global idea of the energy market place is one of a live market, similar to the
stock exchange, where generators and consumers trade through bids and calls, and where
the spot prices actually represent the settling prices of these market interactions. Such
energy trading mechanisms correspond to current practice in Wales and England, and are
very close to ones being implemented in continental Europe, where power exchange
among utilities already relies on a spot price based energy market. In fact, the theory of
the spot prices is derived from the optimal power flow (OPF), which is currently used by
the vertically integrated utilities under centralized managment. Such problem formulation
is used to derive optimal spot prices.
5.2 Nodal spot prices
This section illustrates how the solution of the economic dispatch problem yields
nodal spot prices that are actually optimal short-run marginal costs. In the case of a
simple economic dispatch problem, the objective function (Lagrangian) can be formed as
F(P)=•(P)+ A i - L +1 Tmax - T+ v TI + Tmax (5.1)
i= /=1 l=1
and the Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions are:
C L n, (5.2)T
= A(l - ) - (Y - VI) 1 (5.2)
P d--i =1d
! >20 and /L,[Tmax -T,]=0 (5.3)
vt 20 and V[ -T+Tmax=]-0 (5.4)
Expressing the marginal losses and the marginal line transfers by using the shortcuts
T=HP and L=P'BP, we obtain
dL
= 2BP = 2C BikP (5.5)
k=I
dT
= Hi (5.6)d9P
where Bi is the i-th row of B. Furthermore, we define the nodal spot price as the short run
marginal cost of power injection at each bus i5:
dC
P i
As shown in (2.3), this quantity is always positive, and thus, the optimal nodal spot prices
can be expressed as
n,
Pi = A- 2A BP- H,(li(, -V1 )
1=1
(5.8)
Although A is always non-zero, note that only the multipliers y , corresponding to lines
where the transmission constraints (2.12) are binding, or so called congested lines, will
have a positive value. Therefore, the spot prices defined in (5.8) reflect all the technical
characteristics of the static system operations that we have modeled by inequality
constraints in the problem formulation. However, if we choose to use an explicit model
of the generation constraints (2.8), than we have two additional Lagrange multipliers a i
and Pi, and the expression of optimal spot prices (5.8) becomes
n,
Pi = - 2ABiP + ai - Pi -I H5i(yl, -v )
with the associated conditions
(5.7)
a, 0 and
P, 20 and
(5.10)
(5.11)
ai[P - pmin]= 0
pi [p/max- P]= 0
5 as derived in [10]
(5.9)
It is evident from (5.8) that due to the effect of losses or congestion, the nodes across
the network will not have similar bus spot prices. In particular, the term 2A BiP reflects
the incidence of line losses on the marginal cost of generation at bus i, and it depends on
all the power injections. The last term in (5.8) shows the effect of congested
transmission line on the node prices. If the line from bus i to j is congested, the nodal spot
prices at all the busses are affected, thus showing the impact of a binding transmission
constraint on the entire system. Finally, the sensitivity coefficients Hli are positive or
negative, depending on whether marginal injections at node i tend to relieve or increase
congestion in line 1.
Peak-Load Pricing
6.1 Background
As measured by the social welfare maximization and according to classical economic
theory, marginal cost pricing leads to economic efficiency. However, in the case of high
fixed costs such as investment cost in transmission networks, the marginal cost is
decreasing and its value becomes lower than the average cost ( the total cost devised by
the quantity processed). Thus, marginal cost pricing results in deficits. Although these
deficits could be optimally covered by neutral tax revenues, such implementation would
result in serious problems in managerial incentives, allocate distortions and so forth.
Moreover, these distortions may be more severe than the cross-subsidies that would be
caused by pricing at average cost in the first place. Hence, the classical economic theory
is not practically suitable for transmission services pricing.
On the other hand, several proposals of second best pricing can be found in the
literature of public economics. These proposals take into account the investment and
capital cost of transmission, therefore providing for capital cost recovery. These
approaches include: average cost pricing, fair rate of return regulation and welfare
optimal break-even analysis.
The approach described in what follows, so called peak-load pricing, is not a second
best approach, in that it does not rely on an additional accounting constraint. Instead, by
taking explicitly into account the fixed capital cost for transmission capacity, this
approach examines the nature of welfare optimal pricing, i.e. marginal cost pricing. In
other words, the peak-load pricing is based on the theory of long run marginal costs
(LRMC), and it has been well formalized by M.A. Crew and P.R. Kleindorfer.[5]
In their formulation, the investment cost appears in the generation and/or
transmission capacity. However, as power demand fluctuates over time and electricity is
mostly a non storable commodity, utilities face the non uniform utilization of capacity.
That is why, in order to discourage consumption in peak periods and encourage off-peak
demand, Crew and Kleindorfer advise the use of a "peak-load pricing policy ".
Originally proposed by Boiteux and Steiner and later developed by Crew and
Kleindorfer, the peak-load models deal with the trade-off between utilization gains and
consumer welfare.[4] They focus mostly on generation, and yield conclusions on the
optimal pricing as well as the optimal plant mix, i.e. the economic trade-off between
generation technologies using various fuel and investment costs.
6.2 Assumptions
The main difference between the peak-load approach and the brake-even analysis,
mentioned earlier, is that the peak-load approach implicitly handles the budget balance in
the objective function rather than as an additional constraint. In particular, a new decision
variable for line capacity is being introduced, and it is explicitly included in the objective
function. Other technological or economic restrictions such as the network technical
requirements, explicit break-even or required profit constraint could still be included at
will. Ultimately, the peak-load approach results in a single tariff, rather than multi-part
tariffs, for network services.
It is important to note that, unless all cost components are taken into account, there
can be no guarantee of total investment cost recovery. However, in the absence of
economics of scale in network expansion, long run marginal cost will recover the
investment cost. We will confirm this in Section 9.1 by showing on a realistic 3 bus
system that the merchandising surplus at market equilibrium covers exactly the total cost
of expansion.
The goal of this chapter is to propose a peak-load based pricing system for
transmission services. Hence, we will focus mostly on transmission cost, as we consider
that the generation function of the electric industry is perfectly competitive, and notably
that generators sell their power at long run marginal cost. In addition, we assume the
marginal transmission cost is essentially negligible, and thus, the new relevant trade-off
for social welfare maximization in a deregulated environment occurs between
transmission investment cost and generation fuel cost.
In particular, we do not take any transmission operating cost into account and rather
consider only investment cost of transmission. If necessary, the model could be refined to
include an operating cost component in transmission services pricing, but we believe that
this modification would not have much significance considering all other approximations
of real life power systems.
The model considered here is actually a monopolist GridCo. In this model, the
system operator (GridCo) is responsible for system reliability and takes care of the
technical requirements of transmission. The system is regulated in such a way that it
maximizes social welfare in buying electricity from generators, selling to loads and
providing transmission services without discrimination.
6.3 Peak-load pricing on a DC load flow model
In order to depict a quite realistic model of a power system, the peak-load problem
formulation is implemented on a meshed network, by taking the parallel flows into
account and using the DC load flow equations instead of the transportation model. In
addition, the constraints on power input/output are added at each node in the network.
6.3.1 Net power injections
Following previously defined notations, we consider a meshed network composed of
n nodes, being both generators and/or loads, and linked by nt transmission lines. At a
given node i during period t, the power generated is Pti at a generation cost Gi (PG).
P'j (p) is the demand curve and p (PD) the inverse demand function. We analyze one
"typical day" divided into T equal-length periods. Then, the contribution of node i to the
social welfare can be expressed as the opposite of the social cost at that node, or
mathematically speaking
-C (PG,,P, ) = Ip t (y)- Gi(Pi ) . (6.1)
0
For given operating conditions, there is a unique nodal spot price of power at bus i
denoted p' . This price represents either the amount paid for power consumed at node i,
or the amount received by a generator injecting power at bus i. Moreover, the effect of
node i on the power flows is entirely captured in the net power injected in the network
P'=Pi, - Pi. The injection Pi' is positive if node i has a generation surplus, and
negative otherwise. Thus, as it was shown in Section 2.1, the actual power generated and
consumed at node i can be explicitly expressed from the net power injection, and the
social cost at node i can be formulated as a function of P' only:
PDi (Pi')
Ct (P') = Gi[PGi(Pi')]- Ip(y)dy (6.2)
0
Hence, we can formulate the problem of social welfare maximization in terms of the net
power injections only, whatever the sign of p.t
S= P > 0 (6.3)dPi
6.3.2 Problem formulation
If T' denotes the shipment pattern (flows) during period t, defined by the DC load
flow equations, those flows can be expressed as
T t = HP' (6.4)
where H is the nt n transfer admittance matrix6. Without any loss of generality, we
denote the swing bus by the index 1, and compose the first column of matrix H as a vector
of zeros.
Although the transmission capacity of each line K.j is considered as a control
variable in our model, we use the DC load flow equation (6.4) with a constant matrix H.
By doing so we assume that the line capacity and line reactance are not directly related.
This approximation is realistic when considering the thermal limits on transmission
capacity that can be relieved by increasing the section of a line. However, it is not
appropriate in the case of line enhancements that would improve the stability limits by
reducing the line reactance or using FACTS, and therefore, modify the matrix H. Since
modeling the dependency of H on line capacity would lead to a non linear formulation,
this dependence was not modeled here.
IfK, denotes the unit cost of transmission capacity on line 1 e{ 1.. nt }, and K, the
transmission capacity of this line, the problem of social welfare maximization can be
formulated as
max = -l C (Pi) - igK, (6.5)
Pit,Kt t=l .=1
subject to
-K I T,' = Hi,i-' 5 K Vl, t (6.6)
i=1
n
0 I + Vt (6.7)
i=2
pimin < pit < pmax Vi, t (6.8)
0 K1  Vl (6.9)
6 refer to [8], Appendix B, for exact derivation
6.3.3 Problem solution
The problem of social welfare maximization outlined in the previous section is solved by
forming the Lagrangian objective function
n, T n
F(Pt K, ) =n (Pit',K,)+~ t '(K- Hl~H1 P')
1=1 t=l i=1
nt T n T n
+ v ( HliP t +.,- K)-~ t  P
1 1 tl i=l t=l i=1 (6.10)
nT nT
+ £ai(Pi t - pimin) +-- ,-lot(pmax t)
i=1 t=1 i=1 t=1
n,
+ Z ,K,
l=1
where the Lagrange multipliers are all non negative.
This is a concave problem of maximization, and thus, the optimality conditions result
from the Kuhn-Tucker theory7. In the cases where the power injection constraints (6.8)
are not binding, the Lagrange multipliers ai and Pi are null, and hence, the solution to
Lagrangian can be expressed as
~P' =0 (6.11)
i=l
pt > 0 and Pt (K - f nHisi t ) = 0 Vl, t (6.12)
i=1
t > 0 and Vt (6.13)Vf - an Vf (I HtiP/ + K) = 0 Vl, t (6.13)
i=l
n,
A' =p+Hi ( - v ) Vi, t (6.14)
l=1
T T
( +vft)<ci and K, (. +'vf)- =0 Vi (6.15)
t=1 t=1
7 refer to [8], Appendix C
In the expression above, multipliers y' and v' represent the actual shadow prices of
transmission capacity over line 1 and are positive only if the line capacity K1 or -K is
reached during period t. On the other hand, equation (6.14) relates system A (marginal
price on the system) during the period t to the cost of generation p, at each bus (as
mentioned in Section 5.2, if the power injections are binding, the generator should receive
p - a + pf instead of just p') and the costs of transmission y' - v' over each line.
Finally, as a consequence of Kirchoff's laws and loop flows, the sensitivity coefficients
H,i represent the actual technical network equilibrium.
6.3.4 Investment cost recovery
When we neglect the transmission losses, equation (6.14) has exactly the same form
as (5.8) defining the nodal spot prices in an optimal power flow. Hence, the peak-load
approach of welfare maximization seems to yield the same spot prices as a classic static
economic dispatch. Where is the departure from short run marginal costs?
There are two major differences between the peak-load approach and the classic
static economic approach. First, while the OPF problem is solved for given transmission
constraints (pre-specified capacity for each transmission line in the network), the peak-
load formulation "sets" the optimal line capacity, so that the cost of building or upgrading
new lines is exactly balanced by the social benefit of the additional capacity. This means
that transmission "congestion cost" is exactly balanced by the investment cost of new
infrastructure. The optimal prices are actually long run marginal costs, taking into
account the fixed cost of infrastructure.
The other difference between the peak-load approach and the classic static economic
approach difference is a conceptual one. In particular, in the peak-load approach, P, and
vt multipliers represent actual capacity costs, rather than transmission congestion shadow
prices in the OPF formulation.
At social equilibrium, the equation (6.15) states that the capacity investment cost is
exactly covered by the sum of transportation revenues at the end of the day. For each
transmission line 1 that actually exists (has a positive transfer capacity K ), we have from
(6.15)
T
tC = D(p + vt) (6.16)
Since the capital cost of a line is K1 t K, and in order to show investment cost recovery, we
only need to show that the system operator actually collects the transmission rent p '+ v
during period t. As described in Section 2.1, the system operator purchases the power P'
>0 from the generator i at nodal price p , and sells the power - PR >0 to the user j at the
nodal spot price p'. Thus, the net revenue of the system operator during period t can be
expressed as
NR =-- Ppi (6.17)
i=1
n nt
NR = - P - H,i(p - v ) (6.18)
By redistributing the terms of double summation, and using the power balance (6.11),
(6.18) becomes
NR = Hi•' (Pi - v( ) (6.19)
1=1 i=1
Finally, by using conditions (6.12) and (6.13) we obtain
NR= K,(lIt + v;) (6.20)
l=1
proving that the net revenue of the system operator exactly covers the transmission
capacity capital cost.
7 The IEEE Reliability Test System
7.1 Model
The original IEEE Reliability test system is defined in [2]. In order to fully describe
the model being used in the later simulations, in this chapter, we only elaborate on certain
modifications of the original model.
7.1.1 Load model
The annual peak load for the test system is specified to be 2850 MW. In order to get
the percentage of the annual peak load for every single hour in a year, the MATLAB
procedure Load_duration.m has been developed to extract the data contained in Tables 1
through 3, described in [2]. In particular, the first table specifies the weekly peek load in
the percentage of annual load, the second gives daily peak load in percent of weekly peak,
and the third specifies hourly peak load in percent of daily peak. Moreover, the third table
also defines weekday and weekend hourly load models for each of the three characteristic
seasons: winter, summer, and spring/fall. The combination of all three tables defines an
Hourly Load Model of 364*24 = 8736 hours.
The input to the Load_duration.m procedure is the vector of benchmarks used for
defining each period. The first entry of the vector is 0(%) while the last one is 100(%). By
observing the hourly load model curve, we noticed that it can be approximated by being
divided into four different periods of characteristic consumption. The hourly load
percentages in each of the periods all have similar values and can be averaged for each
period. Also, the duration of each period can be easily determined. So the output of the
Load_duration.m procedure determines three different results for each of the four
periods: the duration of each period, the average demand during each period, and the
maximum demand during the period (the upper benchmark of the period).
In particular, the vector of benchmarks used in our simulations was specified to be
[0 50 70 90 100]. So, for instance, the first of four periods of consumption will consist of
all hours in a year in which hourly load percentage is between 0 and 50 percent of the
peak hourly load for the entire year. The results of the load prevision for a single year are
summarized in Table I.
Period Duration of the period Average demand Maximum demand
number (in number of hours) during the period (%) during the period (%)
I: 0-50 % 2296 44.4 50.0
II: 50-70 % 3910 59.9 70.0
III: 70-90 % 2415 78.5 90.0
IV: 90-100 % 115 92.8 100.0
Table I: Load prevision data for a single year
The planning time horizon in our analysis was set to 10 years. Assuming for now that
the hourly consumption pattern can be kept constant for every year, the duration of each
period is multiplied by the number of years. In addition, the percentage of the average
demand for each period is multiplied by the peak demand (2850 MW) to obtain the actual
values of the average demand in MW.
7.1.2 Generation model
Although there are a total of 32 units of generation in the network, there are some
buses in the network with few and some without any generation units. Furthermore,
different units of generation located on the same bus have different cost coefficients and a
different capacity of generation. In order to simplify the analysis in the simulations, I
decided to group various units of generation into a set of fourteen generators, depending
on their sizes and cost coefficients. The generation data is summarized in Table II.
Generator IEEE bus Unit type # of units MW per Fixed O&M Variable O&M a b
label location unit cost ($/kW/Yr) cost ($/kW) ($/MWhr) ($/MWhr)
1 15 Oil-steam 5 12 20.79 1.87 3506.60 1959
2 1 Oil-turbine 2 20 0.62 10.39 5839.00 1400
3 2 Oil-turbine 2 20 0.62 10.39 5839.00 1400
4 7 Oil-steam 3 100 17.76 1.66 2722.10 314
5 16 Coal 1 155 14.55 1.66 1487.06 95
6 23 Coal 2 155 14.55 1.66 1487.06 95
7 13 Oil-steam 3 197 10.39 1.46 3001.41 43
8 18 Nuclear 1 400 10.39 0.62 1754.63 9
9 21 Nuclear 1 400 10.39 0.62 1754.63 9
10 22 Hydro 6 50
11 1 Coal 2 76 20.79 1.87 1917.65 161
12 2 Coal 2 76 20.79 1.87 1917.65 161
13 15 Coal 1 155 14.55 1.66 1487.06 95
14 23 Coal 1 350 9.36 1.46 1417.05 56
Table II: Generation data: cost coefficients and generating units locations
By grouping the generators in such a way, it will be much easier to interpret the
results of the simulations later on. In particular, while performing economic dispatch
simulations, we will be able to see the correlation between the optimal generation at each
bus and the variable O&M cost for that particular type of generator.
7.1.3 Transmission System
There are a total of 38 transmission lines in the IEEE Reliability test network. The
system power base used is 100 MVA. The data on each particular line is outlined in the
following table.
Line From To bus Length R (p.u.) X (p.u.) B (p.u.) Nominal
Label bus (miles) Rating (MVA)
1 1 2 3 0.0026 0.0139 0.4611 175
2 1 3 55 0.0546 0.0212 0.0572 175
3 1 5 22 0.0218 0.0845 0.0229 175
4 2 4 33 0.0328 0.1267 0.0343 175
5 2 6 50 0.0497 0.1920 0.0520 175
6 3 9 31 0.0308 0.1190 0.0322 175
7 3 24 0 0.0023 0.0839 400
8 4 9 27 0.0268 0.1037 0.0281 175
9 5 10 23 0.0228 0.0883 0.0239 175
10 6 10 16 0.0139 0.0605 2.4590 175
11 7 8 16 0.0159 0.0614 0.0166 175
12 8 9 43 0.0427 0.1651 0.0447 175
13 8 10 43 0.0427 0.1651 0.0447 175
14 9 11 0 0.0023 0.0839 400
15 9 12 0 0.0023 0.0839 400
16 10 11 0 0.0023 0.0839 400
17 10 12 0 0.0023 0.0839 400
18 11 13 33 0.0061 0.0476 0.0999 500
19 11 14 29 0.0054 0.0418 0.0879 500
20 12 13 33 0.0061 0.0476 0.0999 500
21 12 23 67 0.0124 0.0966 0.2030 500
22 13 23 60 0.0111 0.0865 0.1818 500
23 14 16 27 0.0050 0.0389 0.0818 500
24 15 16 12 0.0022 0.0173 0.0364 500
25 15 21 34 0.0063 0.0490 0.1030 500
26 15 21 34 0.0063 0.0490 0.1030 500
27 15 24 36 0.0067 0.0519 0.1091 500
28 16 17 18 0.0033 0.0259 0.0545 500
29 16 19 16 0.0030 0.0231 0.0485 500
30 17 18 10 0.0018 0.0144 0.0303 500
31 17 22 73 0.0135 0.1053 0.2212 500
32 18 21 18 0.0033 0.0259 0.0545 500
33 18 21 18 0.0033 0.0259 0.0545 500
34 19 20 27.5 0.0051 0.0396 0.0833 500
35 19 20 27.5 0.0051 0.0396 0.0833 500
36 20 23 15 0.0028 0.0216 0.0455 500
37 20 23 15 0.0028 0.0216 0.0455 500
38 21 22 47 0.0087 0.0678 0.1424 500
Table III: Transmission Network Characteristics
The line ratings are given as nominal values, and they correspond to the actual physical
capacity of the lines in the existing system. The entire system is very robust which means
that I needed to degrade it further to achieve congestion of lines.
When degrading the system, I decreased the capacity of each line by dividing it by
1.2. In addition, I noticed that the entire network can be viewed more simply as two
different power regions, one under 230 kV and the other under 138 kV voltage,
connected by the set of transformers (transmission lines 7 and 14-17). From such a
simplified topology of the system it is evident that the best way to degrade the system
even more, and still have relatively similar system to the actual physical systems, is to
further degrade the transformer lines. So, I obtained the final version of the transmission
system by further dividing the capacity of transformer lines by factor of 1.5.
7.2 Optimization Considerations
7.2.1 Goals of Optimization
Although several different simulations were performed, they all had a unique
common goal to minimize the overall social cost, as defined in (6.5). Depending on the
goal of the particular simulation, the definition of the social cost varied from simulation
to simulation. While in some simpler cases, when no expansion was needed to
accommodate demand, the overall social cost was simply the total cost of generation, in
more complex cases, the overall social cost included both the total cost of generation and
the cost of transmission line expansion. However, the minimization of the social cost was
always subject to the following set of constraints:
Generation constraints: Each unit was assumed to have a non-zero power output
when turned on. Then at each injection point,
pnln < < PGaxGi Gi Gi (71(7.1)
* Transmission constraints: For each existing transmission line in the system,
connecting two nodes i and j,
Tiji Timax Vi, j (7.2)
max = ,-inImax therm Tmax,stab (7.3)
* Loss compensation: Net power injections had to balance out all the losses in the
transmission lines. In other words, generation minus the consumption at each node
summed over all nodes should equal the total losses in the system,
-P -L=O (7.4)
i=1
* Expansion constraints: In certain simulations, we needed to expand the capacities of
transformer lines in order to avoid the congestion. The expansion is assumed to be
positive and rating of those lines can only be increased,
Ki > OVi e {7,14,15,16,171 (7.5)
* Load constraints: In various simulations, the loads are modeled to be either elastic or
inelastic. In both cases, we assume that consumption at a particular node i has to be
greater than zero and less than maximum value allowed. Mathematically speaking,
P n" PDi Pax Vi (7.6)
7.2.2 Economic Dispatch
The basic idea of the economic dispatch is a consequence of the minimization of the
overall total cost. This means that the optimization will maximize the injections at those
generators with lowest variable O&M cost. However, if any of the above-mentioned
constraints are not met, there is going to be a trade-off between the cheapest feasible
generation and staying within the constraints of the optimization. As a result of economic
dispatch, the MATLAB routine Cost_Const.m determines the marginal cost of generation
at each generator, or in other words, finds the equilibrium price for an additional MW of
generation at each point of injection. In addition, the optimal power generation vector X is
calculated which guarantees the minimal social cost within the constraints of
optimization.
7.2.3 N-1 Contingency Criterion
A conventional criterion for operation of every power network is known as the N-1
contingency criterion. This criterion is met if the system remains fully operational when
one of the transmission lines in the system "falls down". In order to check
computationally for this criterion, each of the transmission lines has to be cut out
independently, and generation of such a degraded system has to be optimized within the
constraints. For a network with N transmission lines, there will generally be N such sub-
systems that have to be optimized. If the equilibrium is reached in each one of these N
cases, the global network satisfies the N-1 contingency criterion.
In the case of the IEEE Reliability Test System, the N-1 contingency test was
performed by cutting out independently all transmission lines except line 11. The reason
for not disconnecting line #11 is that the original network splits in two quasi-networks.
Although that particular line is not likely to get congested anyway, this issue can still be
reconsidered in further research.
8 Simulations
The goal of this chapter is to show various implications of the implemented peak-
load pricing mechanism, based on the IEEE Reliability Test System and social welfare
maximization, through a series of simulations. Although all of these simulations analyze
different aspects of the peak-load pricing mechanism, and the set of model contingencies
varies from simulation to simulation, they all illustrate the basic results of the optimal
power flow formulation, i.e. social welfare maximization, as discussed in Chapter 6.
8.1 Simulation I: Optimal power flow for a fixed load without checking for N-1
contingency criterion
Simulation I is a peak-load optimization of the full network without any additional
degrading of the transformer lines. As a result of the economic dispatch, i.e. due to their
minimal O&M costs, generators 7 through 10 and generator 14 produce at maximum
capacity. Although all the transmission lines in the system are degraded by 1.2 as noted
earlier, the entire system is still very robust and none of the lines are even close to getting
congested. The N-1 contingency criterion was not checked in this simulation, so this
relatively loosely constrained system achieved a minimal overall generation cost of $
14,724,510. The data of this simulation is summarized in Table IV.
Power generation: Full network case, Rating Scaling Factor = 1.2, no degradation of transformer stations
Bus # on Type and size Generation Cost Analysis
IEEE grid in X Number of units and Variable O&M Base Maximum Base/Max Marginal Cost
MW capacity per unit cost Generation Generation Generation (price)
15 1 Oil-steam 5*12 1.87 21.7568 60 36% $ 12,030.91
1 2 Oil-turbine 2*20 10.39 10.1345 40 25% $ 12,933.17
2 3 Oil-turbine 2*20 10.39 10.1228 40 25% $ 12,924.93
7 4 Oil-steam 3*100 1.66 106.3243 300 35% $ 13,850.71
16 5 Coal 155 1.66 111.2699 155 71% $ 12,057.70
23 6 Coal 2*155 1.66 219.9109 310 70% $ 11,932.83
13 7 Oil-steam 3*197 1.46 591 591 100% $ 11,472.41
18 8 Nuclear 400 0.62 400 400 100% $ 5,354.63
21 9 Nuclear 400 0.62 400 400 100% $ 5,354.63
22 10 Hydro 6*50 small 300 300 100% $ 0.00
1 11 Coal 2*76 1.87 136.8387 152 90% $ 12,933.16
2 12 Coal 2*76 1.87 136.7364 152 89% $ 12,924.93
15 13 Coal 155 1.66 110.9879 155 71% $ 12,030.91
23 14 Coal 350 1.46 350 350 100% $ 6,317.00
Total Cost of Generation
$ 14,724,510.00
Table IV: Simulation I
8.2 Simulation II: Optimal power flow for a fixed load checking for N-i contingency
criterion
Simulation II is very similar to Simulation I except it additionally checks for the N-1
contingency criterion. As a result of imposing this new constraint on the system, the
overall cost of generation jumped to $14,859,279. In addition, some of the transmission
lines got much closer to getting congested than in the full network case. The data is
summarized in Table V.
Power generation: N-1 contingency case, Rating Scaling Factor = 1.2, no degradation of transformer stations
Bus # on Type and size Cost Analysis
IEEE grid in X Number of units and Variable O&M Base Maximum Base/Max Marginal Cost
MW capacity per unit cost Generation Generation Generation (price)
15 1 Oil-steam 5*12 1.87 19.0245 60 32% $ 10,960.00
1 2 Oil-turbine 2*20 10.39 9.7936 40 24% $ 12,695.00
2 3 Oil-turbine 2*20 10.39 9.7795 40 24% $ 12,685.00
7 4 Oil-steam 3*100 1.66 150.5667 300 50% $ 18,481.00
16 5 Coal 155 1.66 99.8647 155 64% $ 10,974.00
23 6 Coal 2*155 1.66 202.2629 310 65% $ 11,095.00
13 7 Oil-steam 3*197 1.46 591 591 100% $ 11,472.00
18 8 Nuclear 400 0.62 400 400 100% $ 5,355.00
21 9 Nuclear 400 0.62 400 400 100% $ 5,355.00
22 10 Hydro 6*50 small 300 300 100% $
1 11 Coal 2*76 1.87 133.8742 152 44% $ 12,695.00
2 12 Coal 2*76 1.87 133.7515 152 44% $ 12,685.00
15 13 Coal 155 1.66 99.7194 155 64% $ 10,960.00
23 14 Coal 350 1.46 350 350 100% $ 6,317.00
Total Cost of Generation
$14,859,279.00
Table V: Simulation II
However, none of the lines actually got congested, as was discussed in previous research
on this system. [13] Table VI summarizes the critical flows in certain lines for cases when
other (relevant) lines were cut out.
When line # Line #7 flow Line #10 flow Line #18 flow Line #23 flow
is cut out (% capacity) (% capacity) (% capacity) (% capacity)
21 OK OK OK 86
22 OK OK OK 82
23 96 OK 92 OK
29 OK 76 OK 71
Table VI: Criticalflows in lines under N-1 contingency criterion
Finally, I wanted to find the maximum degrading factor for the transformer lines
which still satisfies N-1 contingency criterion. By doing various simulations, I roughly
approximated it to 1.537 (in addition to a 1.2 overall degrading factor). Increasing the
degrading factor of the transformer lines resulted in significantly longer simulation times
and opened up certain questions illustrated in Simulation III.
8.3 Simulation III: Impact of further degradation of transformer lines on the
feasibility of the optimization without expansion, the imports
and the total cost
Simulation III shows how imports, or net flows through the transformer lines,
decrease as these lines are degraded more and more. As mentioned earlier, the power
system described here can be viewed more simply as a set of two different power regions,
one under 230 kV and the other under 138 kV, connected by a set of transformers lines.
Due to such a topology, i.e. having a hierarchical generation system on one side and a
relatively uniform distribution of the loads in both regions on the other, the existence of
significant flow imports is a necessity.
In other words, the lower power region cannot generate enough power and keep the
overall cost of generation relatively low without importing energy from the high power
region. Besides the fact that all of the five generators with the smallest O&M costs are in
the high power region, physical laws of power flow govern the flows from high to low
voltage region.
In order to put some balance between the generation and the consumption in the
system, I decided to virtually increase the generation capacity of the low power region. In
particular, the capacity of generators located on IEEE buses 1 and 2 was doubled. As a
result of an increased generation capacity, the low power region could generate enough
power to satisfy the consumption in the region. However, the power was still being
produced at a much lower cost in the high power region than in the lower one.
This phenomena is illustrated in Simulation III. One can see that as the degrading
factor of the transformer lines is increased, the imports gradually decrease. This is due to
the physical incapability of the low power region to import sufficient amounts of power,
so it has to generate its own power at a significantly higher cost of generation. Therefore,
although for low degrading factors (between 1 and 1.2) the overall cost of generation was
actually decreasing with increasing degrading factor, as degrading factor reaches a certain
value (cca 1.2), this is not longer true. Finally, the results of Simulation III, summarized
in Table VII open new questions which are going to be elaborated in my future research.
In particular, I will try to determine the economic equilibrium by gathering adequate data
on the costs of generation and the transmission lines expansion.
Power Generation: N-1 Contingency Case, Rating Scaling Factor =1.2
Gen.
Label
in X
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
Table VII: Simulation III
No degradation of TL No degradation of TLs Degradation of TLs by 1.4 Degradation of TLs by 1.5
Doubled gen. cap. at Doubled gen. cap. at Doubled gen. cap. at
buses 1&2 buses 1&2 buses 1&2
Gen/ MC Gen/ MC Gen/ MC Gen/ MC
Gen max (in $) Gen_ max (in $) Gen max (in $) Gen max (in $)
32% 10,960.00 27% 9,952.00 15% 7,032.00 9% 5,626.00
24% 12,695.00 16% 10,202.00 23% 12,314.00 24% 12,634.00
24% 12,685.00 16% 10,194.00 23% 12,234.00 25% 12,822.00
50% 18,481.00 50% 18,481.00 50% 18,481.00 57% 20,578.00
64% 10,974.00 58% 9,976.00 40% 7,390.00 32% 6,197.00
65% 11,095.00 57% 9,893.00 48% 8,561.00 43% 7,843.00
100% 11,472.00 84% 10,143.00 82% 9,913.00 82% 9,925.00
100% 5,355.00 100% 5,355.00 100% 5,355.00 100% 5,355.00
100% 5,355.00 100% 5,355.00 100% 5,355.00 100% 5,355.00
100% - 100% - 100% - 100%
44% 12,695.00 68% 10,202.00 85% 12,314.00 88% 12,634.00
44% 12,685.00 68% 10,194.00 84% 12,234.00 89% 12,822.00
64% 10,960.00 57% 9,952.00 38% 7,032.00 28% 5,626.00
100% 6,317.00 100% 6,317.00 100% 6,317.00 100% 6,317.00
Imports Total Cost Imports Total Cost Imports Total Cost Imports Total Cost
942.821 $ 14,859,279 801.103 $ 13,800,016 691.556 $ 14,044,875 646.331 $14,417,212
MW MW MW MW
8.4 Simulation IV : Simultaneous four-period optimization without expansion, with
and without checking for N-1 contingency criterion
The goal of this optimization was to divide the hourly load model curve into several
different periods with relatively constant consumption in each period, as described in
Section 7.1. For each of the periods, the state vector had to be expanded by a set of 14
characteristic generators for that period. Although expanding the state vector meant
increase in the time of optimization, in order to approximate the load model curve as
close as possible, the number of characteristic periods had to be increased as much as
possible. This trade-off was compromised by choosing four characteristic periods of
consumption, and therefore, optimizing the generation (state) vector of 4*14=56 entities.8
A major decrease in the total cost of generation from 14.7 million $ (in one period
case) to 5.9 million $ (in four period case) is evident from this simulation. The reason for
such a drastic decrease in the total cost of generation is due to the fact that the generators
with the highest O&M cost are turned off in first two lower demand periods. In addition,
the optimization is so flexible in this case that only the four generators with the minimal
associated O&M costs (generators 8,9,10,14) are operating between 57 and 100 percent
of their maximum capacity. All the other generators are operating at less than 22% of
their capacity, which means that there are no generators operating in the mid range of
their capacity. The feasibility of such a generation pattern, where the cheapest generators
are used up as much as possible while the more expensive ones are almost completely
shut off is a result of a low demand in this period (only 44% of max demand). Therefore,
the congestion constraints do not affect the optimization significantly, and the overall
optimization is very loosely constrained.
The same notion that the generation allocation is dependent on the demand can be
seen in all other periods. However, as demand increases, the optimization becomes more
constrained, and some of the more expensive generators have to start producing power,
8 refer to Section 7.1
increasing the overall cost of generation. The data on this simulation is summarized in
Table VIII.
Full network case, Rating Scaling Factor =1.2, no degradation of TLs
Period I Period II Period III Period IV
% of gen_max % of gen_max % of gen_max % of gen_max
Generator 1 3% 7% 17% 29%
Generator 2 0% 0% 9% 19%
Generator 3 0% 0% 9% 19%
Generator 4 6% 10% 20% 29%
Generator 5 18% 25% 42% 60%
Generator 6 18% 26% 42% 60%
Generator 7 16% 29% 58% 89%
Generator 8 64% 91% 100% 100%
Generator 9 63% 90% 100% 100%
Generator 10 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 11 21% 31% 53% 76%
Generator 12 21% 31% 53% 76%
Generator 13 18% 25% 42% 60%
Generator 14 57% 78% 100% 100%
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,113,052.82 $ 8,539,783.30 $ 12,360,136.46
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,562.09 $199,920,365,455.88 $ 206,235,766,605.19 $ 14,214,156,924.90
Total Generation Cost
$ 488,462,321,548.06
Table VIII: Simulation IV, Not Checking for N-I Contingency Criterion
The next step in this simulation was to account for N-1 Contingency Criterion. The
basic result was a relatively uniform increase in generation of all generators for all of the
four periods. If we assume a certain symmetry in the model of the network, the uniform
increase in generation across all the generators can be easily explained. In particular,
cutting a transmission line affects the local region around the line much more than it
affects the entire network. Therefore, cutting, one by one, every single transmission line
in the network, should result in a relatively uniform change (increase) across the entire
network.
Another interesting aspect of constraining the optimization with N-1 contingency
criterion is evident from periods El and IV depicted in Table IX. When compared to the
full network case, there is a significant decrease in the number of generators working at
full capacity. Again, this is due to the assumed symmetrical degradation of the entire
network, which in turn increases the total generation cost form by almost 1.25%.
N-1 Contingency case, rating_scaling factor = 1.2, no degradation of TLs, 10 years period
Period I Period II Period III Period IV
% of gen_max % of gen_max % of gen_max % of gen_max
Generator 1 3% 8% 17% 24%
Generator 2 0% 1% 10% 18%
Generator 3 0% 1% 10% 18%
Generator 4 6% 11% 29% 43%
Generator 5 18% 28% 45% 58%
Generator 6 18% 28% 44% 58%
Generator 7 16% 32% 61% 88%
Generator 8 64% 80% 86% 97%
Generator 9 63% 83% 97% 100%
Generator 10 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 11 21% 33% 54% 74%
Generator 12 21% 33% 54% 74%
Generator 13 18% 26% 40% 52%
Generator 14 57% 85% 100% 100%
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,137,307.91 $ 8,745,479.08 $ 12,525,611.97
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,562.94 $ 200,868,739,279.75 $ 211,203,319,689.12 $ 14,404,453,768.19
Total Generation Cost
$ 494,568,545,300.00
Table IX: Simulation IV, Satisfying N-I Contingency Criterion
Although there was no additional degradation of the transformer lines in the setup of
this simulation, additional simulations were performed in order to determine the
feasibility threshold in the both cases of the simultaneous four-period optimization, not
allowing for the expansion of the transformer lines: the full network case (not checking
for N-1 contingency criterion) and the other satisfying the criterion. In the first case, the
optimization was feasible as long as the degrading factor of the transformer lines was less
then 2.472. When accounting for N-1 contingency criterion, the critical degrading factor
was decreased to 1.6 (between 1.5-1.75).
8.5 Simulation V: Cheap versus expensive expansion
8.5.1 Optimization behavior around the equilibrium
This simulation deals exclusively with the full network case, not checking for N-1
contingency criterion but including the expansion of the transformer lines. The initial goal
of the optimization was to achieve the smallest possible total cost (cost of expansion +
generation). Having an access generation in the high voltage region (all four generators
with the lowest O&M costs) and access consumption in the low voltage region, it became
apparent that the transmission capacity of the transformer lines joining these two regions
is essential. Therefore, for the purpose of this simulation, only the transformer lines were
initially degraded and then allowed for expansion.
The cost of expansion was set to $1000 per MWhour. Although such a method of
expansion pricing is realistic in the scale of the optimization, it is conceptually different
than the actual costs of transmission lines. Realistically, a mile of a transmission line
under 115V or higher voltage cost about 1 million $, and it is completely independent of
MVA rating.[1] However, an optimization that would account for such a discrete (1
million $ step) optimization can actually result only with a sub-optimal solution as it will
be shown later. That is why, for the purpose of this simulation, we decided to implement
a pricing scheme dependent on the MVA rating.
The result of the optimization was quite remarkable. Although allowing for
expansion, the optimization was initially not affected at all by increasing the degrading
factor of the transformer lines. In particular, as it can be seen from Tables X and XI, as the
degrading factor is increased from 1 to 1.5, the optimization converges to almost identical
generation equilibrium, without any expansion of the transformer lines, and increasing the
total cost of generation by only 4 cents. Knowing that the total cost is on the order of 488
billion $, we can conclude that the increase in total cost does not exist at all, and that the
numeric deviations in generation between the two degrading cases are due exclusively to
the computational errors.
Full network case, Rating Scaling Factor = 1.2, no additional degradation of the transformer lines
Cheap ($1 per MWhour) versus Expensive ($1000 per MWhour) for each of the transformer lines
Period 1: % of gen_max Period II: % of gen_max Period III: % of gen_max Period IV: % of gen_max
Cheap Expensive Cheap Expensive Cheap Expensive Cheap Expensive
Generator 1 3% 3% 7% 7% 17% 17% 29% 29%
Generator 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 9% 19% 19%
Generator 3 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 9% 19% 19%
Generator 4 6% 6% 10% 10% 20% 20% 29% 29%
Generator 5 18% 18% 25% 25% 42% 42% 60% 60%
Generator 6 18% 18% 26% 26% 42% 42% 60% 60%
Generator 7 16% 16% 29% 29% 58% 58% 89% 89%
Generator 8 64% 64% 91% 91% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 9 63% 63% 90% 90% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 10 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 11 21% 21% 31% 31% 53% 53% 76% 76%
Generator 12 21% 21% 31% 31% 53% 53% 76% 76%
Generator 13 18% 18% 25% 25% 42% 42% 60% 60%
Generator 14 57% 57% 78% 78% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Cheap Case
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,113,052.82 $ 8,539,783.30 $ 12,360,136.46
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,562.14 $ 199,920,365,455.91 $ 206,235,766,605.24 $ 14,214,156,924.93
Expensive Case
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,113,052.82 $ 8,539,783.30 $ 12,360,136.46
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,562.24 $ 199,920,365,456.08 $ 206,235,766,605.45 $ 14,214,156,924.92
Line Expansion (MVA)
Total Cost: Generation
Line #1 Line #2 Line #3 Line #4 Line #5 & Expansion
Cheap Case 0 0 0 0 0 $ 488,462,321,548.21
Expensive Case 0 0 0 0 0 $ 488,462,321,548.68
Table X: Simulation V, No additional degradation of the transformer lines
Therefore, an optimal equilibrium exists in the full network optimization case. As
long as the system is not excessively degraded, all the optimizations will result in such an
equilibrium, independently of the specific level of the transformer lines degradation.
However, this is no longer true as the degrading factor of the transformer lines is further
increased as it will be discussed later.
Full network case, Rating Scaling Factor = 1.2, degradation of transformer lines by 1.5
Cheap ($1 per MWhour) versus Expensive ($1000 per MWhour) for each of the transformer lines
Period I: % of gen_max Period II: % of genmax Period Ill: % of genmax Period IV: % of gen_max
Cheap Expensive Cheap Expensive Cheap Expensive Cheap Expensive
Generator 1 3% 3% 7% 7% 17% 17% 29% 29%
Generator 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 9% 19% 19%
Generator 3 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 9% 19% 19%
Generator 4 6% 6% 10% 10% 20% 20% 29% 29%
Generator 5 18% 18% 25% 25% 42% 42% 60% 60%
Generator 6 18% 18% 26% 26% 42% 42% 60% 60%
Generator 7 16% 16% 29% 29% 58% 58% 89% 89%
Generator 8 64% 64% 91% 91% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 9 63% 63% 90% 90% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 10 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 11 21% 21% 31% 31% 53% 53% 76% 76%
Generator 12 21% 21% 31% 31% 53% 53% 76% 76%
Generator 13 18% 18% 25% 25% 42% 42% 60% 60%
Generator 14 57% 57% 78% 78% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Cheap Case
Average hourly 2.97E+06 5.11 E+06 8.54E+06 1.24E+07
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,563.41 $ 199,920,365,456.75 $ 206,235,766,607.06 $ 14,214,156,926.14
Expensive Case
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,113,052.82 $ 8,539,783.30 $ 12,360,136.46
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,562.48 $ 199,920,365,456.00 $ 206,235,766,605.39 $ 14,214,156,924.86
Line Expansion (MVA)
Total Cost: Generation
Line #1 Line #2 Line #3 Line #4 Line #5 & Expansion
Cheap Case 0 0 0 0 0 $488,462,321,553.37
Expensive Case 0 0 0 0 0 $488,462,321,548.72
Table XI: Simulation V, Additional degradation of the transformer lines by 1.5
The conclusion to this optimization behavior around the equilibrium, when the
transformer lines are not excessively degraded, is that the transmission constraints on the
transformer lines are not critical. This is quite surprising considering the significant
power flow from high to low voltage region, and in turn raises a couple of important
questions: Which is the most critical constraint in the full network case optimization?
Why doesn't the optimization benefit from cheap transformer lines expansion in the cases
of low system degradation? and finally Which lines are worth expanding having in mind
the topology of the network and the computational complexity of the optimization?
In order to get a closer insight into the optimization and answer the preceding
questions, we fixed the generation of the generators with the smallest O&M costs, namely
generators #8, #9 and #10. The load in the first period was estimated to be roughly 1265
MWhour. With all three generators working at full capacity (1100 MWhour total), there
was another 165 MWhour needed (excluding losses) to satisfy the demand. On the other
hand, from the results of the simulation depicted in Table VIII, we knew that only
generator #10 was working at full capacity. Therefore, our goal was to find out what is
the critical condition that is constraining the maximum operation of all three cheapest
generators in the first, the most loosely constrained period of demand.
It turned out that the transmission capacity of line #28 was too small for such
partially fixed optimization to be feasible. So the transmission capacity of the line was
adequately increased at no extra cost. In addition, the generation of the fourth cheapest
generator (#7) was fixed to 165 MWhour, covering the rest of the demand excluding the
losses. This time the optimization was feasible, but although all 1265 MWhour were
produced in the cheapest possible way, the losses were increased significantly so that the
extra generation was needed to compensate for this. In turn, the increase in the additional
generation raised the total cost well above the value obtained in the original optimization.
The data is summarized in Table XII . The generation at generators #9 and #10 is
fixed to their maximum values, respectively, 400 MW and 300 MW.
Generator #7 Generator #8 Action Flow in line #28 Losses Total Cost
unspecified 200 MW - 326/416 MW 36.44 MW 813,464$
unspecified 300 MW - 380/416 MW 43.72 MW 828,865$
unspecified 400 MW max extra 20 MW 433/436 MW 52.31 MW 880,760$
capacity on line #28
165 MW 400 MW max extra 20 MW 427/433 MW 50.41 MW 951,248$
capacity on line #28
Table XII: Fixed generation example
Although loosely constrained in the lowest consumption period, the optimization was
still significantly affected by the loss compensation constraint. The reason for such a
dependence is due to the characteristic topology of the network. In particular, all of the
four cheap generators are located on the completely opposite side of the system, namely
the top of the high voltage region, than the majority of the consumers situated in the
bottom of the low voltage region. Therefore, the generation scheme discussed above
significantly raises the net injections needed to cover the losses, which further increases
the total generation cost.
Having all this in mind, we raised the question of the generality (optimality) of the
implemented optimization. One way to make the optimization even more general would
be to allow for the expansion of all lines in the network. However, as seen from the
previous simulation, it is unlikely that such an optimization would result with any
expansion at all (except for line #28 which was assumed to be increased in capacity by 20
MWhour a priori). On the other hand, allowing for a global expansion would dramatically
increase the computational complexity of the optimization. This increase in
computational time was notable even in the simpler optimizations.
The other way to improve the optimization would be to account for a more realistic
cost of expansion as discussed earlier. In particular, the cost of the expansion should be
fixed for every mile of expansion and completely independent of MVA rating. However,
looking at the optimization from a strictly mathematical point of view, this would mean
performing a discrete global optimization. A unit increase in the expansion, would
increase the overall cost of optimization by the length(miles)*l million, which is
enormous when considered on the scale of the optimization. Finally, because of the
simple choice of either building the line or not, such an optimization could not lead to
lower equilibrium than one allowing for partial expansion of transmission lines. That is
why the equilibrium reached in such an optimization can only be sub-optimal in terms of
the equilibrium achieved in our implementation.
It seems the only possible way to decrease the overall cost and to improve the
optimization is to model the load more accurately. Since increasing the number of the
characteristic periods significantly increases the computation time, and even if we could
specify generation for every single hour of the year (expanding the state space to 364*24
entities), the obtained implementation would still be a rough deterministic approximation
of the actual demand. Therefore, a stochastic implementation of the load model is
necessary to account for the non-deterministic nature of the power system.
8.5.2 Optimization behavior away from the equilibrium
As mentioned earlier, as the transformer lines are significantly degraded, the
optimization slowly settles away from the original equilibrium, and becomes much more
sensitive to transmission constraints of the transformer lines. Gradually, the total
optimization cost is increasing and eventually, the optimization results with the expansion
of the transformer lines, increasing the total cost even more rapidly.
In particular, when the degrading factor is increased to 1.75, the optimization results
in the expansion of the first transformer line (network line #7). Having in mind that the
critical degrading factor in the full network case is 2.472 (results from Simulation V), one
can see that although it was still feasible to optimize without the expansion, as the
degrading factor was increased to 1.75, the system became significantly constrained. At
this level of the system degradation, it became economically efficient to expand the
transformer lines and import the cheap energy from the high voltage region rather than to
increase the expensive generation in the low voltage region.
This result is crucial because it shows the explicit dependence of the optimization on
the costs of expanding the transformer lines. In order to illustrate this dependence even
more drastically, another set of simulations with virtually no associated cost of expansion
(only 1$ per MWhour) was performed. Since the cost of expansion was dramatically
decreased, we expected the optimization to result with the expansion of the transformer
lines at lower levels system degradation. That is exactly what happened as it can be seen
from Table XIII. In particular, by degrading the transformer lines by 1.75 in both cases,
the optimization of the cheap expansion case results with a total 66 MWhour expansion
of three transformer lines, while the optimization of the expensive expansion case results
with the expansion of only one line by 23 MWhour.
Full network case, Rating Scaling Factor = 1.2, degradation of transformer lines by 1.75
Cheap ($1 per MWhour) versus Expensive ($1000 per MWhour) for each of the transformer lines
Period I: % of gen_max Period II: % of genmax Period II1: % of gen_max Period IV: % of gen_max
Cheap Expensive Cheap Expensive Cheap Expensive Cheap Expensive
Generator 1 3% 3% 7% 7% 17% 15% 29% 28%
Generator 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 11% 19% 29%
Generator 3 0% 0% 0% 0% 9% 11% 19% 28%
Generator 4 6% 6% 10% 10% 20% 21% 29% 38%
Generator 5 18% 18% 25% 25% 42% 38% 60% 58%
Generator 6 18% 18% 26% 26% 42% 40% 60% 52%
Generator 7 16% 16% 29% 29% 58% 58% 89% 77%
Generator 8 64% 64% 91% 91% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 9 63% 63% 90% 90% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 10 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Generator 11 21% 21% 31% 31% 53% 57% 76% 98%
Generator 12 21% 21% 31% 31% 53% 57% 76% 97%
Generator 13 18% 18% 25% 25% 42% 37% 60% 58%
Generator 14 57% 57% 78% 78% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Cheap Case
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,113,052.82 $ 8,539,783.30 $ 12,360,172.92
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,563.34 $ 199,920,365,456.45 $ 206,235,766,605.60 $ 14,214,198,856.69
Expensive Case
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,113,052.82 $ 8,549,351.25 $ 12,562,038.57
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,564.19 $ 199,920,365,457.04 $ 206,466,832,795.20 $ 14,446,344,353.00
Line Expansion (MVA)
Total Cost: Generation
Line #1 Line #2 Line #3 Line #4 Line #5 & Expansion
Cheap Case 29.7213 0 0 9.3516 26.1689 $ 488,462,363,482.07
Expensive Case 22.9517 0 0 0 0 $ 488,925,575,169.44
Table XIII: Simulation V, Additional degradation of the transformer lines by 1.75
8.6 Simulation VI : The complete four period optimization including expansion and
checking for N-1 contingency criterion
Simulation VI is the most complete simulation of all. Besides allowing for the
expansion of the transformer lines, it also satisfies the N-1 contingency criterion. In order
to decrease the robustness of the entire power system, all of the transmission lines are
initially degraded by factor of 1.2 . The additional degradation of the transformer lines is
performed in the three different cases:
a) no additional degradation of transformer lines
b) degradation of transformer lines by a factor of 1.5
c) degradation of the transformer lines by a factor of 1.75
The choice of degradation factors is consistent with previous simulations; therefore,
the effect of satisfying the N-1 contingency criterion in the complete optimization,
(allowing for expansion) can be highlighted.
Case a) In the case of no further degradation of the transformer lines, there is a little
difference between this simulation and the one not checking for N-1 contingency criterion
(Simulation V). In both cases, there is no expansion due to the effect of the increased
losses, as explained earlier. The generation pattern in all four characteristic periods is
similar. The number of generators working at the maximum capacity in the two higher
demand periods is decreased, and in order to satisfy the N-1 contingency criterion, the
generation pattern slightly deviates from the optimal equilibrium. As a result of such
deviation, the overall cost is increased when compared to the full network case. The data
for this part of the simulation is summarized in Table XIV.
Period I: % of gen_max Period II: % of gen_max Period Ill: % of genmax Period IV: % of gen max
% gen-max MC % gen_max MC % genmax MC % gen_max MC
Generator 1 3% $ 4,138.48 8% $ 5,366.57 17% $ 7,405.52 24% $ 9,079.02
Generator 2 0% $ 5,839.00 1% $ 5,991.68 10% $ 8,556.01 18% $ 10,969.07
Generator 3 0% $ 5,839.00 1% $ 5,992.62 10% $ 8,558.11 18% $ 10,970.42
Generator 4 6% $ 4,636.88 11% $ 6,277.82 29% $ 11,811.42 43% $ 16,247.74
Generator 5 18% $ 4,158.24 28% $ 5,549.46 45% $ 8,068.07 58% $ 10,069.59
Generator 6 18% $ 4,204.24 28% $ 5,567.30 44% $ 7,990.29 58% $ 10,088.71
Generator 7 16% $ 4,322.29 32% $ 5,746.39 61% $ 8,209.54 88% $ 10,473.17
Generator 8 64% $ 4,044.61 80% $ 4,634.73 86% $ 4,843.50 97% $ 5,246.22
Generator 9 63% $ 4,036.43 83% $ 4,729.83 97% $ 5,251.42 100% $ 5,354.63
Generator 10 100% $ - 100% $ - 100% $ - 100% $
Generator 11 21% $ 4,470.37 33% $ 5,991.99 54% $ 8,555.87 74% $ 10,968.66
Generator 12 21% $ 4,470.83 33% $ 5,992.66 54% $ 8,558.60 74% $ 10,970.91
Generator 13 18% $ 4,138.99 26% $ 5,366.19 40% $ 7,405.22 52% $ 9,082.39
Generator 14 57% $ 4,204.32 85% $ 5,567.37 100% $ 6,317.05 100% $ 6,317.05
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,137,307.91 $ 8,745,479.08 $ 12,525,611.99
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,578.59 $ 200,868,739,291.35 $211,203,319,699.38 $ 14,404,453,785.53
Line Expansion (MVA) Total Expansion Cost Total Cost
Line #1 Line #2 Line #3 Line #4 Line #5 (in $) (in $)
0 0 0 0 0 0 494,568,545,354.85
Table XIV: Simulation VI, No additional degradation of the transformer lines
Additional simulations were performed in order to show the behavior of the
optimization dependent on the level of transformer line degradation. Those simulations
showed the existence of a new equilibrium, slightly deviated from the one obtained in the
full network case, as an optimal equilibrium for the optimizations satisfying the N-1
contingency criterion. As long as the system is not excessively degraded, all the
optimizations will result in such an equilibrium. However, due to the N-1 contingency
constraint, the system becomes more sensitive to the degradation of the transformer lines.
Therefore, both the feasibility and expansion thresholds are lowered when compared to
the full network case. This is clearly illustrated in case b).
Complete Optimization: N-1 contingency criterion satisfied, no additional degradation of TLs
Overall degrading of the transmission lines by 1.2, allowing for expansion at $1000 per MWhour for each of TLs, 10 years period
Case b) Although in the full network case, when the transformer lines were degraded by
1.5, the optimization settled at the optimal equilibrium without any expansion of the
transformer lines, when satisfying the N-1 contingency case, the optimization settles
considerably away from its optimal equilibrium described in case a). In particular, three
out of five transformer lines are expanded by total of 131 MWhour, which means that the
expansion threshold was considerably decreased when compared to the full network case.
The feasibility threshold of the optimization was lowered even more drastically,
decreasing from 2.472 in the full network case to 1.6 when satisfying the N-1 contingency
criterion (between 1.5 and 1.75). As a result of increased sensitivity to the level of
degradation of the transformer lines when accounting for the N-1 contingency criterion,
the total cost of optimization is increased by more than 5 billion dollars (1% value). The
data is summarized in Table XV.
Complete Optimization: N-1 contingency criterion satisfied, additional degradation of TLs by 1.5
Overall degrading of the transmission lines by 1.2, allowing for expansion at $1000 per MWhour for each of TLs, 10 years period
Period I: % of gen_max Period I1: % of gen_max Period III: % of gen_max Period IV: % of genmax
% gen_max MC % genmax MC % gen_max MC % gen_max MC
Generator 1 3% $ 4,138.66 8% $ 5,366.32 12% $ 6,422.04 22% $ 8,745.43
Generator 2 0% $ 5,839.00 1% $ 5,992.10 18% $ 10,997.16 52% $ 20,377.16
Generator 3 0% $ 5,839.00 1% $ 5,992.63 18% $ 10,956.02 52% $ 20,266.23
Generator 4 6% $ 4,637.11 11% $ 6,277.89 29% $ 11,811.42 57% $ 20,470.52
Generator 5 18% $ 4,158.23 28% $ 5,549.47 36% $ 6,854.57 54% $ 9,386.98
Generator 6 18% $ 4,204.32 28% $ 5,567.34 39% $ 7,211.16 48% $ 8,482.27
Generator 7 16% $ 4,322.31 32% $ 5,746.41 57% $ 7,828.00 71% $ 8,976.25
Generator 8 64% $ 4,044.61 80% $ 4,634.74 89% $ 4,941.81 96% $ 5,205.24
Generator 9 63% $ 4,036.43 83% $ 4,729.81 94% $ 5,128.65 100% $ 5,354.63
Generator 10 100% $ - 100% $ - 100% $ - 100% $
Generator 11 21% $ 4,470.55 33% $ 5,991.86 74% $ 10,997.10 100% $ 14,153.65
Generator 12 21% $ 4,470.72 33% $ 5,992.77 74% $ 10,956.20 100% $ 14,153.65
Generator 13 18% $ 4,138.99 26% $ 5,366.19 34% $ 6,422.08 49% $ 8,744.05
Generator 14 57% $ 4,204.22 85% $ 5,567.33 100% $ 6,317.05 100% $ 6,317.05
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,137,307.91 $ 8,860,401.80 $ 13,215,353.03
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,581.76 $ 200,868,739,278.19 $213,978,703,411.61 $ 15,197,655,981.94
Line Expansion (MVA) Total Expansion Cost Total Cost
Line #1 Line #2 Line #3 Line #4 Line #5 (in $) (in $)
54.03871306 0 0 37.23869499 40.37757655 131,654.98 498,137,131,253.50
Table XV: Simulation VI, Additional degradation of the transformer lines by 1.5
Case c) When the transformer lines are degraded by 1.75 the optimization becomes over-
constrained and physically non-feasible unless the transformer lines are expanded. In
other words, the level of degradation in this case exceeds both the expansion and
feasibility thresholds. That is why, the optimization results in a significant expansion,
almost doubling the total expansion when compared to the case in b).
However, the total optimization cost is increased by cca 1.7 billion dollars when
compared to the case in b). It is important to note, that although the incremental cost of
expansion from a) to b) on one hand, and the incremental cost from b) to c) on the other,
are roughly the same, the associated incremental optimization costs are different. This is
due to the relatively cheap expansion costs dependent on the MVA rating ($ 1000 per
MWhour of expansion for each line) as was discussed earlier. The data is summarized in
Table XVI.
Table XVI: Simulation VI, Additional degradation of the transformer lines by 1.75
Complete Optimization: N-1 contingency criterion satisfied, additional degradation of TLs by 1.75
Overall degrading of the transmission lines by 1.2, allowing for expansion at $1000 per MWhour for each of TLs, 10 years period
Period I: % of gen_max Period II: % of gen_max Period Ill: % of genmax Period IV: % of gen_max
% gen_max MC % gen_max MC % gen_max MC % gen_max MC
Generator 1 3% $ 4,138.75 8% $ 5,287.22 13% $ 6,638.77 25% $ 9,394.55
Generator 2 0% $ 5,839.00 1% $ 6,073.22 20% $ 11,508.64 56% $ 21,422.94
Generator 3 0% $ 5,839.00 1% $ 6,071.49 20% $ 11,476.00 56% $ 21,538.54
Generator 4 6% $ 4,637.04 12% $ 6,339.12 30% $ 12,002.09 64% $ 22,949.51
Generator 5 18% $ 4,158.06 27% $ 5,463.17 38% $ 7,052.95 59% $ 10,122.10
Generator 6 18% $ 4,204.31 28% $ 5,540.38 38% $ 7,069.15 40% $ 7,407.65
Generator 7 16% $ 4,322.24 33% $ 5,766.82 54% $ 7,572.12 67% $ 8,693.20
Generator 8 64% $ 4,044.61 80% $ 4,642.96 88% $ 4,915.99 95% $ 5,184.82
Generator 9 63% $ 4,036.46 82% $ 4,720.51 94% $ 5,147.85 100% $ 5,354.63
Generator 10 100% $ - 100% $ - 100% $ - 100% $
Generator 11 21% $ 4,470.43 34% $ 6,073.13 78% $ 11,508.55 100% $ 14,153.65
Generator 12 21% $ 4,470.84 34% $ 6,071.40 78% $ 11,476.12 100% $ 14,153.65
Generator 13 18% $ 4,138.85 26% $ 5,287.21 35% $ 6,638.80 54% $ 9,394.72
Generator 14 57% $ 4,204.30 84% $ 5,540.39 100% $ 6,317.05 100% $ 6,317.05
Average hourly $ 2,965,680.86 $ 5,137,560.98 $ 8,913,625.11 $ 13,585,391.23
generation cost
Total period cost $ 68,092,032,562.84 $ 200,878,634,221.29 $ 215,264,046,415.36 $ 15,623,199,916.80
Line Expansion (MVA) Total Expansion Cost Total Cost
Line #1 Line #2 Line #3 Line #4 Line #5 (in $) (in $)
84.3359 0 0 62.3663 65.2898 211,992.00 499,857,913,116.29
Implementation of the peak-load pricing
9.1 Peak-load pricing on a 3 bus example
9.1.1 The 3 bus system
The peak-load pricing is performed on a simple 3 bus system illustrated in Figure I
below. The slack bus is defined to be at node 1, and in order to get interpretable results,
losses are neglected on all three transmission lines.
N(
Net G
MCI
C1
NODE 2
Net Generator
MC2 ($/MWh)
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Figure I: The 3 bus system
As mentioned earlier, the active constraints on the economic dispatch are generation
and load limit constraints, transmission limit constraints and active losses compensation
(net power balance at the slack bus when there are no losses). The data on this system is
summarized in Table XVII.
Transmission line # 1 2 3
From bus # 1 1 2
To bus # 2 3 3
Length 50 30 100
Unit capacity investment cost KIt per mile per MVA 70 10 30
Reactance X 15 10 5
Table XVII: Transmission line specifications on the 3 bus example
In this simulation both generation and demand are given as control variables.
Although pricing mechanism takes into account the cases when P/max is binding, this is
not the case in this example due to different capacity investment costs associated with
each line. In addition, both marginal benefit and marginal cost curves are modeled to be
inelastic with specifications outlined in Table XVIII.
Generation side Demand side (bus #3)
MC = a +b*X MB = c + d*X
Generator #1 Generator #2 Period II Period I
a 10 15 c 22100 12100
b 100 200 d -100 -100
ax (MW) 80 150 iax (MW) 221 121
PGn (MW) 0 0 PD n (MW) 0 0
Table XVIII: Cost and benefit specifications, input/output limits
9.1.2 Optimal power flow and optimal transmission planning
The day is divided into two periods, and the only binding constraints in the
optimization are loss compensation equality constraints for both periods and the
transmission constraints in the second period. Therefore, the only non zero Lagrangian
coefficients are the capacity costs (transmission shadow prices) associated with the
transmission constraints in the second period.
In order to show the full cost investment recovery, all three transmission lines
(having different lengths and different unit mile-MVA associated expansion costs) were
allowed for expansion. This fully meshed network, although quite small, is actually a
type of a fully meshed network discussed in Section 4.3. In particular, there is a
transmission line between any two nodes in the system, and all those transmission lines
are allowed for expansion. That is why, the solution of the peak-load pricing problem is
at the same time the solution to the optimal grid formulation. In other words, given the
fixed characteristics of the system, i.e. specifications on generators and loads and
transmission lines, the peak-load pricing optimization results in the optimal grid, and
generation pattern that meets the elastic demand while maximizing the overall social
welfare up to its limits determined by the physical characteristics of the system. The data
on the expansion costs, the total expansion and flow pattern at the solution is finally
summarized in Table XIX.
Expansion K, Capacity Flows
(MVA) expansion cost
Period I Period II
TL #1 19.1968 MW $ 3500 12. 0967 MW 19.1968 MW
TL #2 58.9068 MW $ 300 36.2733 MW 58.9068 MW
TL #3 60.2234 MW $ 3000 36.2565 MW 60.2234 MW
Table XIX: Generation and Demand specifications
9.1.3 Optimal nodal prices
As it was the case in the simulations of Chapter 8, the results of the economic
dispatch are visible from resulting generation values at the solution. In both periods, the
first (more cost-effective) generator is producing twice as much power than the less cost-
effective generator located at bus 2. Moreover, although generator #1 could completely
meet the demand in the first period, it does not operate at its full capacity. Such a
generation pattern is a result of the fact that line #2, connecting generator #1 and the load,
has double reactance than line #3, connecting generator #2 and the load. For that reason,
and due to relatively cheap expansion costs of all three transmission lines, it is
economically more efficient to expand line #1 (connecting the two generators), so that a
portion of cheaper power being produced by the first generator could be send down line
#1, and further down line #3 along with power produced by the second generator.
Due to low elasticity of the marginal benefit curve on one side, and very elastic
supply on the other, the demand at the solution was very close to its maximum value in
each period. Hence, the only binding constraints were actually the transmission
constraints for all three transmission lines in the second period. Thus, the Lagrangian
coefficients corresponding to these constraints were non-zero, or in other words, the
transformer lines become congested.
The effect of these non zero Lagrangian coefficients, i.e. transmission costs, is
evident from data summarized in the table below. In particular, during the lower demand
period, when none of the constraints were binding, and as it follows from (6.14), the
optimal nodal prices p' all equal system A. On the other hand, as demand doubles in the
second period and more power is being produced to meet the increased demand,
transmission lines are being expanded even further (operating now at maximum capacity)
and their associated transmission costs, i.e. t- v-' over each line, deviate the optimal
nodal prices from system A. Finally, the optimal nodal prices, as well as the values of
generation and demand at the are summarized in Table XX.
Nodal Prices ($/MWh) Generation (MW) Demand (MW)
Period I Period II Period I Period H Period I Period H
Node #1 $ 4877 $ 7820 48.3700 78.1037
Node #2 $ 4877 $ 8220 24.1599 41.0266
Node #3 $ 4877 $ 10187 72.5298 119.1303
Table XX: Nodal prices, Generation and Demand at the solution
9.1.4 Investment cost recovery
By taking into account the fixed cost of investment in the new infrastructure, the
peak-load formulation "sets" the optimal line capacity, so that the cost of building or
upgrading new lines is exactly balanced by the social benefit of the additional capacity,
i.e. the net revenue being collected by the system operator.9  We can calculate this
revenue by using data on nodal prices, net generation and net demand depicted in the
table below. On the other hand, knowing the expansion cost per unit MVA rating,
defined in Section 9.1.2, and the resulting MVA upgrade of the transformer lines at the
solution, we can also determine the total cost of expansion.
From (6.17), the net revenue collected by the system operator should equal the total
revenue, paid by the consumers, minus the total cost of generation, or in this case,
9 see Section 6.3.4
NR = $ 1,565,510 - $ 1,299,600 = $ 265,910. As we can see from data summarized in
Table XXI, this value exactly balances the total cost of expansion, and thus, full
investment cost recovery has been achieved.
Cost of Generation Total Revenue Total Cost of
Period I Period H Period I Period II Exansion
Node #1 $ 4877 * $ 7820 * Line #1 $ 3,500 *
48.3700 78.1037 19.68
Node #2 $ 4877 * $ 8220 * Line #2 $ 300 *
24.1599 41.0266 58.9069
Node #3 $ 4877 * $ 10187 * Line #3 $ 3,000 *
72.1303 119.1303 60.2234
Period $ 351,550 $ 948,050 $ 351,600 $1,213,600 $ 265,910
Totals
Totals $ 1,299,600 $ 1,565,510 $ 265,910
Table XXI: Investment cost recovery on the 3 bus system
Another interesting aspect of optimal spot pricing is also evident from this 3 bus
example. In particular, one of the Folk Theorems on transmission pricing states that the
merchandising surplus, i.e. the net revenue collected by the system operator, at the market
equilibrium, can be expressed in terms of power flows through the transmission lines and
the net injections at each bus.[12] Moreover, the value of the merchandising surplus
exactly covers the total cost of expansion. Mathematically speaking, this can be
formulated as
MS=- 'p-q = N 'max I 1 p-p,Mj= m =1 (pj -Pi)qiji i j " (9.1)
where pi is the nodal price at node i, q', T j and yij are, respectively, the flow, capacity,
and capacity cost associated with the transmission line going from bus i to bus j.
Peak-load pricing on IEEE Reliability test system
9.2.1 Generalizations of the original model of IEEE Reliability Test System
Unlike a simple 3 bus system depicted in Section 9.1, the IEEE Reliability test
system is much more complex, and thus, it is much harder to interpret the results of the
peak-load pricing simulation described in this section. In particular, the difference
between the two systems is not only in their sizes, but in the structural complexity of the
IEEE Reliability Test System (IEEE RTS). While the 3 bus system has either a generator
or a load on each of the three buses, IEEE has busses with multiple generators and
different cost characteristic, buses with both loads and generators, and finally, busses
without loads or generators at all. Actually, it was due to this specific arrangement of
loads and generators, why the implementation of the peak-load pricing scheme was much
more difficult than in the case of the 3 bus system.
As it was the case in the 3 bus system example, but not in the previous simulations
based on the IEEE RTS'l , the loads were modeled here as elastic demand units,
characterized by the slopes of their associated marginal benefit curves and the maximum
consumption allowed. While we assumed that the elasticity of the loads was rather low,
i.e. the slope of the marginal benefit curves was specified to be 100 for all loads, the
maximum demand varied for different loads and in different periods (minimum demand
was kept zero as in the original model). On the other hand, the generators were modeled
almost identically as in Chapter 7. However, in order to get more interpretable (realistic)
results, besides neglecting the losses on all transmission lines, as we did in the 3 bus
example, we also modified the characteristic coefficients of the marginal cost curves. The
modified coefficients of the marginal cost curves, as well as the maximum demand of all
loads are summarized in Table XXII.
10 refer to Chapter 9
m
9.2
Generator or Generation side MC = a + b*X, values Demand side, values of Pm•" in each period
Load label of PGa" and P" n are given in MW are given in MW
a ($) b ($) Pmax pnun period 1 period 2 period 3 period 4
1 20.00 0.40 60.00 0 49.09 65.87 86.02 101.50
2 30.00 0.45 40.00 0 44.02 59.04 77.07 90.92
3 0.00 0.45 40.00 0 80.72 108.55 141.95 167.62
4 18.00 0.37 300.00 0 33.90 45.39 59.17 69.76
5 14.00 0.20 155.00 0 32.64 43.68 56.93 67.12
6 14.00 0.20 310.00 0 61.74 82.94 108.39 127.95
7 25.00 0.17 591.00 0 56.68 76.11 99.44 117.37
8 4.00 0.04 400.00 0 76.92 103.43 135.24 159.69
9 4.00 0.04 400.00 0 78.19 105.14 137.47 162.33
10 0.50 0 300.00 0 87.05 117.09 153.13 180.85
11 19.00 0.30 152.00 0 118.68 159.76 209.06 246.97
12 19.00 0.30 152.00 0 87.05 117.09 153.13 180.85
13 14.00 0.20 155.00 0 141.46 190.49 249.33 294.57
14 13.00 0.16 350.00 0 45.29 60.75 79.30 93.57
15 149.05 200.74 262.76 310.44
16 81.99 110.26 144.18 170.27
17 57.94 77.82 101.68 120.02
Table XXII: Cost specifications, limits on generation and demand
9.2.2 Allowing for the expansion of the transformer lines
As it was the case in the optimal power flow simulations illustrated in Chapter 8, and
due to the specific topology of the system discussed in Section 7.3, only the transformer
lines were allowed for expansion. However, the original degradation of the transmission
lines (where all lines were degraded by a factor of 1.2, and then transformer lines were
additionally degraded by 1.5 or 1.75) resulted in critical flows in both transformer lines
and some other transmission lines (i.e. line #11), and thus, the Lagrangian coefficients i t
and vt associated with those transmission lines became non zero.
In order to show the full investment cost recovery, we either had to initially allow for
expansion of all the transmission lines which were operating at maximum capacity, or
change the degradation scheme such that the new scheme would result in critical flows
through the transformer lines only. Allowing for "new" lines to be upgraded would mean
I
a significant departure from the original expansion pattern, and thus, the results obtained
in such a setting would be difficult (if not impossible) to compare with ones in the
simulations of Chapter 8. For that reason, the degradation pattern was modified in such a
way that there was no initial degradation of the transmission lines, but transformer lines
were degraded in a same way as in previous simulations (by a factor of 2.1 = 1.75 * 1.2).
In addition to this, the original rating of line #11, which was the most critical line in the
initial simulations, was increased from 175 MW to 275 MW p.u.
While the formulation of the OPF problem allowed for the transformer lines to have
non zero initial ratings, in order to show full investment cost recovery, the initial ratings
of the transformer lines in the peak-load formulation were set to zero. Such a setup is
consistent with the original formulation of the objective function defined in Section 6.3.3,
where at the solution, K1 represents the rating (rather than the rating upgrade) of the
upgraded line i."
The total cost of expansion for each of the expanded lines was defined to be a
product of the characteristic cost of expansion (per mile, per unit MVA upgrade), the
length of the line, and the MVA upgrade at the solution. However, since all five
transformer lines were of unit length, the total cost of expansion was a function of the
characteristic cost of expansion and the MVA upgrade only. The data on the expansion
costs, the total expansion and flow pattern at the solution is summarized in Table XXIII.
Expansion Capacity Flows (MW)
K, (MVA) expansion cost (negative sign states for reverse flow direction)
Period I Period II Period III Period IV
TL #7 217.5805 $ 100000 -200.6941 -216.8984 -217.5805 -204.9169
TL #14 103.2303 $ 100000 -87.7229 -99.0209 -103.2303 -94.3966
TL #15 93.4640 $ 100000 -56.8196 -75.6611 -90.0075 -93.4640
TL #16 144.4429 $ 100000 -131.5636 -144.4429 -144.4429 -131.4830
TL #17 131.2202 $ 100000 -100.6603 -121.0831 -131.2202 -130.5504
Table XXIII: Data on the flows, costs and resulting expansion of the transformer lines
" refer to (6.10) for exact formulation of the Lagrangian function
9.2.3 Optimal nodal prices
Due to the fact that there was no initial degradation of the transformer lines, the
results of the economic dispatch are even more evident here than they were in the
simulations depicted in Chapter 8. In particular, even in the lowest demand period
(period I), there are more cost-effective generators working at the full capacity than in the
previous simulations. In other words, especially in the low demand periods, the
transmission constraints were far from binding, so the total load could be satisfied with
cheapest power produced, without causing any congestion on the lines.
As it was the case in the 3 bus example, due to low elasticity of the marginal benefit
curves, at the solution, the demands were very close to their maximum values. This is a
consequence of having almost inelastic loads (with MB curves slopes equal to 100) on
one side, and very elastic supply (generators whose characteristic MC curves have slopes
ranging only between 0.16 and 0.45 ) on the other. Although, such a large difference in
elasticity is biasing the results towards the inelastic load model, these values are realistic,
and thus, at least for the purpose of this simulation, we did not elaborate on cases with
higher load elasticities.
The optimal nodal prices are consistent with the solution of the peak-load pricing
problem derived in Section 6.3.3. In particular, equation (6.14) relates the optimal nodal
prices pf, during each period t and at each bus i, to system A (marginal price on the
system) and the costs of transmission pt - v' over each line. 12 That is why, in the lowest
demand period, where the transmission constraints are not binding, the optimal nodal
prices pt at each bus i equal to system A. As the demand increases, there is more power
being produced, and hence, in order to decrease the total cost of generation, the
transformer lines are being expanded. At the solution, the transformer lines which were
expanded, are actually operating at their maximum capacity in some (usually higher-
demand) periods. Hence, the Lagrangian coefficients corresponding to the transmission
12 As mentioned in Section 6.2, when the power injections are binding, the generator will receive
pt -at +" P instead of just pt
constraints in these periods are non-zero, or in other words, the transformer lines become
congested. Therefore, as it follows from (6.14), as the demand increases, the optimal
nodal prices gradually deviate (generally increase) from system A. This phenomena, as
well as the values of net bus injections (demand being considered as a negative power
injection), are illustrated in Table XXIV.
Bus Net Generation & Net Demand [MW] Nodal Prices p1 ($/MWh)
label
Period I Period II Period III Period IV Period I Period H Period III Period IV
1 42.23 12.32 54.71 91.33 2.41 6.45 5.93 0.48
2 37.17 5.52 63.53 101.92 2.41 6.44 5.89 1.39
3 80.51 108.22 141.45 166.71 2.41 6.06 6.16 8.70
4 33.69 45.06 58.68 68.74 2.41 6.22 5.41 19.27
5 32.43 43.35 56.44 66.38 2.41 6.63 6.05 8.37
6 61.53 82.61 107.90 127.25 2.41 6.73 6.12 13.06
7 48.38 35.36 15.87 81.16 2.41 6.42 5.60 8.14
8 76.71 103.10 134.75 158.78 2.41 6.42 5.60 8.14
9 77.98 104.81 136.99 161.17 2.41 6.03 5.01 33.89
10 86.84 116.75 152.64 180.19 2.41 6.82 6.19 17.62
11 0 0 0 0 2.41 5.57 0.36 11.83
12 0 0 0 0 2.41 6.11 0.67 51.59
13 118.47 115.95 101.23 91.34 2.41 5.86 0.12 31.35
14 86.84 116.76 152.71 180.16 2.41 5.70 0.43 14.60
15 103.76 67.34 50.32 78.89 2.41 5.85 0.66 14.75
16 10.08 31.37 64.27 62.09 2.41 5.82 0.51 17.18
17 0 0 0 0 2.41 5.83 0.56 16.33
18 251.16 199.59 137.67 90.23 2.41 5.84 0.59 15.92
19 81.78 109.93 143.76 169.67 2.41 5.86 0.30 22.70
20 57.73 77.50 101.25 119.47 2.41 5.89 0.13 27.43
21 400.00 400.00 400.00 400.00 2.41 5.84 0.61 15.56
22 300.00 300.00 300.00 300.00 2.41 5.84 0.59 15.86
23 84.96 213.64 333.80 442.03 2.41 5.91 0.03 30.01
24 0 0 0 0 2.41 5.93 1.22 5.79
Table XXIV: Equilibrium values of net generation, net demand and nodal prices
9.2.4 Investment cost recovery
As discussed in Section 6.3.4, the peak-load formulation "sets" the optimal line
capacity, so that the cost of building or upgrading new lines is exactly balanced by the
social benefit of the additional capacity. This means that transmission "congestion cost"
exactly covers the investment cost of new infrastructure. Hence, the optimal prices are
actually long run marginal costs, taking into account the fixed cost of infrastructure.
Due to complexity of the IEEE RTS used in this simulation, it is hard to see what is
actually the optimal grid capacity. One can only follow the trend of the nodal prices in
various demand periods, as well as the consequences of the economic dispatch
formulation. However, following the same procedure already illustrated in the 3 bus
example, and using the equation (6.18) which expresses the net revenue being collected
by the system operator, we can calculate the net revenue by using data on nodal prices,
net generation and net demand summarized in Table XXIV.
On the other hand, knowing the expansion cost per unit MVA rating, defined in
Section 9.2.2, and the resulting MVA upgrade of the transformer lines at the solution, we
can determine the total cost of expansion. According to mathematical proof in Section
6.3.4, these two sum should balance out. In fact, this is exactly what happens, as we can
see from Table XXV. In particular, the net revenue collected by the system operator, i.e.
the total revenue paid by the consumers minus the total cost of generation, equals cca. 69
million dollars. On the other hand, the total cost of expansion equals cca. 68.994 million
dollars. A slight deviation between these two numbers, i.e. a 0.008 % error, is due to
numerical inaccuracy in calculation of these values, and thus, can be neglected. The data
on investment cost recovery is summarized in Table XXV.
Bus Total cost of net Total revenue collected Total cost of
label generation ($) from net demand ($) Expansion ($)
1 3,939,062.98 2,721,307.06
2 4,599,003.65 1,723,884.85
3 - 26,405,818.24
4 - 10,999,221.59
5 - 10,320,483.68
6 - 19,580,888.03
7 379,785.97 6,852,640.62 Line #7 21,758,051.43
8 - 24,922,623.73
9 - 25,940,215.93
10 27,543,851.60
11
12
13 - 15,048,189.62
14 - 13,108,073.46 Line #14 10,323,030.10
15 - 9,497,639.94 Line #15 9,346,396.67
16 2,564,410.47 278,860.62 Line #16 14,444,292.40
17 - Line #17 13,122,015.70
18 27,919,995.09
19 12,117,361.85
20 8,483,018.98
21 50,210,512.76
22 37,657,907.55
23 19,271,619.02
24
Total 146,540,000.00 215,540,000.00 68,994,000.00
Table XXV: Total cost of generation, total revenue and total cost of expansion
!
10 Conclusion
The simulations depicted in this thesis show how the total social welfare, i.e. the
objective function of the peak-load pricing formulation, is being affected by different
model contingencies, such as: the cost characteristics of transmission expansion
(planning), the technical constraints on the load and the generation model, specific grid
topologies etc. Although all of these simulations address different aspects of the
implemented peak-load pricing mechanism, they all illustrate the basic results of the
underlying optimal power flow formulation, namely, the constrained social welfare
maximization.
As shown in theory, and simulated on the IEEE Reliability Test System, the peak-
load pricing formulation "sets" the optimal transmission capacity by taking into account
the fixed cost of investment in the new infrastructure. Moreover, assuming all of the cost
components are taken into account, a full investment recovery is achieved, in that the cost
of building or upgrading new lines is exactly balanced by the social benefit of the
additional capacity.
However, the benefits of the peak-load pricing lie far beyond the mere economic
dispatch conception. In particular, as we showed in Section 4.3, in the most general case,
i.e. one of a fully meshed network where all transmission lines are allowed for expansion,
the solution to the peak-load pricing problem is also the solution of the optimal
transmission planning. This result is crucial since it gives a unique formulation of an
optimal network with no loss of generality. Namely, as Lecinq put it, "an optimal
network is a network with enough congestion for the transmission rents to exactly cover
the investment cost."' 13
Finally, the ISOSoft software, developed to supplement this thesis, could be as well
used by the evolving Independent System Operators (ISOs) and/or Regional Transmission
Groups (RTGs) as a simulation tool, in order to assess meaningful transmission
expansion.
13 refer to [8], page 126
Appendix A
ISOSoft User's Manual
In concept, the ISOSoft is a Matlab implementation of constrained optimization.
Since it was primarily developed as a simulation tool for the purposes of research in
Peak-load transmission pricing, the program is not entirely "user-friendly". However, this
short manual script should be sufficient to use the program efficiently.
The program is based on 24 bus IEEE Reliability Test System as described in
Chapter 4, but it can be easily modified to be used on any mid-sized power network by
changing the set_net.m procedure.
set_net.m procedure specifies the topology of the network. In particular, it defines
the direction of the transmission lines as a function of adjacent nodes. In addition, it
specifies resistance, conductance and nominal rating for all transmission lines. Those five
variables (from_bus to_bus r x rating) are only necessary inputs to set_net.m procedure.
The other system dependent procedures are set pars.m, set_mods.m, set_load.m, and
set_gen.m.
Initializing the System
set_pars.m is the initial procedure being activated upon calling the ISOSoft program,
and it defines various control variables, parameters and constants used in the program.
Memo information is included in the source file for this routine and it is self explainatory.
set_mods.m procedure specifies which transmission lines are allowed for expansion
in the optimization. Due to the computational complexity and iterative nature of the
optimization, it is sometimes unnecessary to allow for global expansion of the network
(cases when one is interested in more localized expansion behavior, as a trade off with
long computational times). The lines which are allowed to be expanded are specified in
modified_lines and that is the only input to this procedure.
set_load.m procedure defines the load characteristics and their locations in the
network. The procedure allows for two various types of load models: elastic and inelastic.
In the elastic case, for each load in each characteristic period, the procedure specifies the
Marginal Benefit curve by setting the slope and x and y segments. Moreover, the
procedure uses the results of Load_dur.m (one used in the inelastic case), by making both
models quite comparable.
set_gen.m procedure defines the generator characteristics and their locations in the
network. Due to the multiple generators at certain buses in the network, this procedure
bundles various generators in 14 virtual generators having unique cost characteristics or
level specification (total of two levels). For each generator in each characteristic period,
the procedure specifies the Marginal Cost curve by setting the slope and y segment. In
addition, the procedure allows for more accurate quadratic modeling of the marginal cost
curve. However, this option significantly increases the computational complexity of the
optimization and should not be used unless necessary.
Iterative algorithm
optimize.m is the main procedure which calls all other procedures. After initializing
the system, the procedure sets the initial state vector containing the variables which will
be constantly updated as dispatch.m is iteratively called.
dispatch.m is a routine that returns two variables: the objective function being
minimized contained in variable f, and the vector of constraints g (including transmission
constraints, maximum load and generation constraints, and loss compensation
constraints). Such a setup is due to the internal implementation of constr.m, a macro
defined in the Matlab Optimization Toolbox. The macro constr.m uses the Sequential
Quadratic Programming (SQP) method as a state-of-the-art algorithm in nonlinear
programming.[3]
m
Pricing
pricing.m is the procedure that is being called when the optimization has converged.
This procedure as well as the system initializing procedures outlined above are the only
procedures which are system dependent. At the solution, and at each bus and in each
characteristic period, this procedure calculates the values of the following variables:
netgens at buses, MC, net_loadsatbuses, MB, lambda (nodal price at the slack bus),
rho (the loss penalty coefficient).
social_welfare.m uses the results of pricing.m procedure in order to determine the
total costs of generation and expansion, and the total revenue being paid by the demand.
Debugging Tools
Since MATLAB 4.2c version still did not have an adequate debugger when this
software was developed, it was necessary to implement several procedures which would
enable the user to more easily check the validity of the results. The first group of
programs including plot_MC, plot_MB etc. are used for graphical screening of marginal
benefit and marginal cost curves as their coefficients are changed in various simulations.
It is also a useful tool to graphically check the results at the solution by tracing the levels
of consumption/generation on various buses. The second group of programs including
check_X, check_g, checkprices enables the user tool to more easily check the results at
the solution for various variables of interest.
All other implemented procedures are internally used and self-explainatory.
/
Appendix B
Source Code
Functions included in the initialization of the system
set_gen.m
function []=set_gen();
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables defined in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global a
global coeff_al coeff_a2 coeff_a3
global coeff_a coeff_b
global gen_min gen_max
global unit_one unit_two unit_new
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables used in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global ng
% See IEEE reliability test system, Tables 5, 6 and 7
% Similar units at a given bus are merged,
% Hence, there are 14 different generators in the base-case,
% located at 10 different busses:
% buses 1, 2, 15 and 23 that have 2 units
% buses 7, 13, 16, 28, 21 and 22 have only 1 unit
% The swing generator can be either unit of a bus
% Unit 1 locations
unit_one = [15, 1, 2, 7, 16, 23, 13, 18, 21, 22]';
% Unit 2 locations
unit_two = [1, 2, 15, 23]';
% New units locations (numbered 15... in state variable)
unit_new = [];
% Generation constraints, Gen_min and Gen_max, in MW
% such that gen_min <= X(1:14) <= gen_max
% Here, gen_min is set to zero, so the problem is CONVEX
% and we do not need to handle the Unit Commitment integer programming !!!
% Hydro units (index#10) are not used here,
% hence gen_max(10) = 0
% MUST BE UPDATED FOR NEW UNITS
gen_min = zeros(ng,1);
gen_max= [60 40 40 300 155 310...
591 400 400 300 152 152 155 350]';
% Generation variable cost, in $/hr:
% C(i) = a(i)*X(i) + 1/2*b(i) X(i)*X(i)
% The fixed cost is irrelevant for Economic Dispatch
% These coeff are taken from Table 4 in Frank's thesis,
% Unit-merging correspondance:
% for 1 unit : C1(y) = a*y + 1/2*b*y*y+1/3*c*y*y*y
% for n units : Cn(y) = a*y + 1/2/n*b*y*y+ 1/3/n*c*y*y*y,
% and the output of each unit is y/n
% MUST BE UPDATED FOR NEW UNITS
a=zeros(3,9);
a(1:3,1) = [ 0.0048
a(1:3,2) = [0.0107
a(1:3,3)= [00 1]';
a(1:3,4)= [0.0025
a(1:3,5)=[ 0.0006
a(1:3,6)=[ 0.0001
a(1:3,7) =[0.0061
a(1:3,8) =[ 0.0001
a(1:3,9)=[ 0.0004
-0.5497 39.7490]';
-0.7497 40.5]';
-0.2868
-0.0265
0.0019
-0.8415
0.0151
-0.0498
21.1691]';
20.7473]';
10.6696]';
5.7501+50]'; %modified
-13.1344+24]'; %modified
7.4669]';
coeff al= [a(1,1) a(1,2) a(1,2) a(1,5) a(1,6)
a(1,3) a(1,4) a(1,4) a(1,6) a(1,8)]';
coeff_a2= [a(2,1) a(2,2) a(2,2) a(2,5) a(2,6)
a(2,3) a(2,4) a(2,4) a(2,6) a(2,8)]';
coeff_a3= [a(3,1) a(3,2) a(3,2) a(3,5) a(3,6)
a(3,3) a(3,4) a(3,4) a(3,6) a(3,8)]';
a(1,6) a(1,7) a(1,9) a(1,9)...
a(2,6) a(2,7) a(2,9) a(2,9)...
a(3,6) a(3,7) a(3,9) a(3,9)...
% these could be modified a bit
coeff_a= [20 30 30 18 14 14 25 4 4 0.5 19 19 14 13]';
coeff_b= [.4 .45 .45 .37 .2 .2 .17 .04 .04 0 .3 .3 .2 .16]';
% if coeff_b would be constant and coeff_a zeros, many gnerators would not
% operate at maximum capacity as that' the case now
setload.m
function [] = set_load();
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables defined in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global dist
global coeff_c coeff_d
global load_min load_max
global load_index
global nld
global load_layout
global duration
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables used in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global years n_period
global D_offset
global peak_demand average_period_factor
global MB_steepnes
% Load distribution (Percentages of total load)
dist = [ 3.8 3.4 6.3 2.6 2.5 4.8 4.4 6.0 6.1 6.8 ...
0.0 0.0 9.3 6.8 11.1 3.5 0.0 11.7 6.4 4.5...
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 ]';
load_index=[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15 16 18 19 20]';
nld=size(load_index, 1);
%inhereted from [0 50 70 90 100] benchmark
average_period_factor=[.444 .599 .785 .928]'; % line 11 operates at max
duration = 1.0e+03 * [2.2960 3.9100 2.4150 0.1150]';
%average_period_factor=[.231 .349 .482 .645]';
%duration = [1 1 1 1]';
%inhereted from [0 40 50 60 100] benchmark
%averageperiod_factor=[0.378 0.455 0.547 0.728]';
%duration = 1.0e+03 * [0.3190 1.9770 1.8830 4.5570]';
for i= 1:n_period,
load_layout(:,i)=(dist/100)*peak_demand*average_period_factor(i);
dummy=load_layout(:,i);
load_max(:,i)=dummy(load_index);
end
% Demand variable benefit, in $/hr:
% D = coeff c - coeff d*X
load_min = zeros(nld,n_period);
load_max=load_max + ones(nld,n_period)*D_offset;
coeff_c = load_max*MB_steepnes; % all loads assumed for now to have same
coeff_d =-ones(nld,n_period)*MB_steepnes; % level of elasticity (1:MB_steepnes)
setmods.m
function [] = set_mods();
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables defined in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global modified_lines
global expansion_cost
global length_mods
global n_mod
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables used in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global len
global nl
% Modified lines
modified_lines = [7, [14:17]]';
n_mod = size(modified_lines, 1);
% modified_lines = label(nl);
% n_mod=nl;
expansion_cost_permile = ones(n_mod, 1)*1e+05; % this can vary for every line
length_mods=len(modified_lines);
% length_mods=len;
expansion_cost=length_mods.*expansion_cost_permile;
m
set_net.m
function [] = set_net();
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables defined in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global network % [from_bus, to_bus, r, b, trans_max_original]
global z % z= r + j*x;
global y_adm
global len
global nl % number of transmission lines
global rating % actual MVA capacity before any virtual degradation
global trans_max_original
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables used in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global rating_scaling_factor
global degrading_factor
%*************** COMPUTATION OF DC LOAD FLOW MATRICES *********
from_bus= [1 11223345678899101011 11 12 12 13...
14 15 15 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19 19 20 20 21]';
to_bus = [2 3 5 4 6 9 24 9 10 10 8 9 10 11 12 11 12 13 14 13 23 ...
23 16 16 21 21 24 17 19 18 22 21 21 20 20 23 23 22]';
% number of lines
nl = size(from_bus,1);
% r= le-4* [26 546 218 328 497 308 23 268 228 139...
% 159 427 427 23 23 23 23 61 54 61...
% 124 111 50 22 63 63 67 33 30 18...
% 135 33 33 51 51 28 28 87]';
r = zeros(nl,1);
x = le-4*[139 2112 845 1267 1920 1190 839 1037 883 605 ...
614 1651 1651 839 839 839 839 476 418 476...
966 865 389 173 490 490 519 259 231 144...
1053 259 259 396 396 216 216 678]';
%rating= [175 175 175 175 175 175 400 175 175 175...
% 175 175 175 400 400 400 400 500 500 500 ...
% 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 ...
% 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500]';
I
rating= [175 175 175 175 175 175 0 175 175 175...
275 175 175 0 0 0 0 500 500 500... % line #11
500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 ...
500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500]';
% this is because K1 expansion has to go from zero capacity
% Line length (miles)
%The isseue of short transformer lines should be further discussed
len =[ 3 55 22 33 50 31 127 23 16 16 43 43 1 1 1 133 ...
29 33 67 60 27 12 34 34 36 18 16 10 73 18 18 27.5 ...
27.5 15 15 47]';
% Line impedances, admittance and suceptances
z = r+jx;
y_adm = ones(size(z)) ./ z;
b = - imag(y_adm);
%Forming trans_max_original
trans_max_original = rating / rating_scaling_factor;
% futher degradation of the transformer stations
trans_max_original(7) = trans_max_original(7) / degrading_factor;
trans_max_original(14:17) = trans_max_original(14:17) / degrading_factor;
% Merging all network characteristics in one matrix,
% for further easy use in the N-1 contingency analysis.
% If one line should be removed permanently, do it on ntk.
network = [from_bus, to_bus, r, b, trans_max_original];
m
I
set_pars.m
function [] = set_pars();
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables defined in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global nb ng nld
global rating_scalingfactor
global degrading_factor
global n_l
global s ns
global n_period
global years
global powerbase
global control_dispatch
global D_offset
global peak_demand average_period_factor
global MB_steepnes
global cost_degrading_factor
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables used in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
%*********** CONTROL VARIABLES,PARAMETERS AND CONSTANTS ******
%Control parameters
n_1 = 0;
ratingscaling_factor = 1;
degrading factor = 2.1;
nb = 24;
ng=14;
nld=17;
s= 1;
ns = 2;
n_period=4;
years = 5;
power_base=100;
control_dispatch=2;
D_offset= 1;
peak_demand=2850;
cost_degrading_factor= 1 e+05;
MB_steepnes= 100;
% Checks N-1 if n 1 == 1
% Used to degrade uniformly the grid
% Used to degrade transformers: 7, 14:17
% usual values combined only on TL; 1.2*1.75
% number of buses
% number of generators
% slack bus #
% location of the slack bus on node #
% to fix percent form
% parabolic MC
% offset in load-max when compared to inelastic
% version
% might cause problems in pricing
I
Debugging tools
checkX.m
global flows
global nl
global trans_max_used
global n_l
generation = [X(6:19) X(20:33) X(34:47) X(48:61)]
loads = [X(62:78) X(79:95) X(96:112) X(113:129)]
input('line# FLOWS: periodl period2 period3 period4 flow-limit');
% flow-limit is are values after degradation pf TLs and expansion
ifn 1 == 0
[label(nl) flows trans_max_used]
elseif n_1 == 1
labela = [label(nl); label(nl); label(nl); label(nl)];
[labela flows trans_max_used]
end
check_g.m
global n_mod ng nld n_mod n_period g nln
pomak=1;
input('first period: generation');
[label(ng) g(pomak+1 : pomak+ng)' ...
label(ng) g(pomak+1+ng : pomak+2*ng)']
input('first period: transmission');
[label(nl) g(pomak+1+2*ng : pomak+2*ng+nln)' ...
label(nl) g(pomak+1+2*ng+nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln)']
input('first period: loads');
[label(nld) g(pomak+ 1 +2*ng+2*nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+nld)' ...
label(nld) g(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln+nld : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)']
m
I
pomak=2 + 2*(ng+nln+nld);
input('second period: generation');
[label(ng) g(pomak+1 : pomak+ng)' ...
label(ng) g(pomak+l+ng : pomak+2*ng)']
input('second period: transmission');
[label(nl) g(pomak+1+2*ng : pomak+2*ng+nln)' ...
label(nl) g(pomak+1+2*ng+nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln)']
input('second period: loads');
[label(nld) g(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+nld)' ...
label(nld) g(pomak+ 1+2*ng+2*nln+nld : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)']
pomak=3 + 2*2*(ng+nln+nld);
input('third period: generation');
[label(ng) g(pomak+1 : pomak+ng)' ...
label(ng) g(pomak+1+ng : pomak+2*ng)']
input('third period: transmission');
[label(nl) g(pomak+1+2*ng : pomak+2*ng+nln)' ...
label(nl) g(pomak+1+2*ng+nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln)']
input('third period: loads');
[label(nld) g(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+nld)' ...
label(nld) g(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln+nld : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)']
pomak=4 + 3*2*(ng+nln+nld);
input('fourth period: generation');
[label(ng) g(pomak+1 : pomak+ng)' ...
label(ng) g(pomak+l+ng : pomak+2*ng)']
input('fourth period: transmission');
[label(nl) g(pomak+1+2*ng : pomak+2*ng+nln)' ...
label(nl) g(pomak+1+2*ng+nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln)']
input('fourth period: loads');
[label(nld) g(pomak+ 1+2*ng+2*nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+nld)' ...
label(nld) g(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln+nld : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)']
check_lagranges.m
global n_mod ng nld n_mod nperiod g nln
global lagranges
pomak= 1;
input('first period: generation');
[label(ng) lagranges(pomak+l : pomak+ng) ...
lagranges(pomak+ 1 +ng : pomak+2*ng)]
input('first period: transmission');
[label(nl) lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng : pomak+2*ng+nln) ...
lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng+nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln)]
input('first period: loads');
[label(nld) lagranges(pomak+ 1 +2*ng+2*nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+nld) ...
lagranges(pomak+ 1 +2*ng+2*nln+nld : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)]
pomak=2 + 2*(ng+nln+nld);
input('second period: generation');
[label(ng) lagranges(pomak+l : pomak+ng) ...
lagranges(pomak+ 1 +ng : pomak+2*ng)]
input('second period: transmission');
[label(nl) lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng : pomak+2*ng+nln) ...
lagranges(pomak+ 1+2*ng+nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln)]
input('second period: loads');
[label(nld) lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+nld) ...
lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln+nld : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)]
pomak=3 + 2*2*(ng+nln+nld);
input('third period: generation');
[label(ng) lagranges(pomak+l : pomak+ng) ...
lagranges(pomak+1+ng : pomak+2*ng)]
input('third period: transmission');
[label(nl) lagranges(pomak+ 1 +2*ng : pomak+2*ng+nln) ...
lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng+nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln)]
input('third period: loads');
[label(nld) lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+nld) ...
lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln+nld : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)]
pomak=4 + 3*2*(ng+nln+nld);
input('fourth period: generation');
[label(ng) lagranges(pomak+1 : pomak+ng) ...
lagranges(pomak+1+ng : pomak+2*ng)]
input('fourth period: transmission');
[label(nl) lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng : pomak+2*ng+nln) ...
lagranges(pomak+ 1 +2*ng+nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln)]
input('fourth period: loads');
[label(nld) lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+nld) ...
lagranges(pomak+1+2*ng+2*nln+nld : pomak+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)]
check_prices.m
input('pricing through rho');
input('Generation');
rho
net_gen
net_gen.*rho
cost_gen_periods=(net_gen. *rho)*duration(i)*years
totgencost=sum(cost genperiods)
input('Expansion');
expansion
expansion_cost
TCe = expansion.*expansion_cost
TCE = sum(TCe)
input('Demand');
net loads at buses
net_loads at buses.*rho
tot_rev_periods=(net_loadsat_buses.*rho)*duration(i)*years
totrevenue=sum(tot_rev_periods)
input('totgencost TCE totrevenue (totgencost+TCE-totrevenue)');
[totgencost TCE totrevenue (totgencost+TCE-totrevenue)]
Visualization routines
ab.m
function []= ab(c2,cl,x2,xl);
b=(c 1-c2)/(x 1-x2);
a=cl-b*xl;
[a b]
abc.m
function abc = ab(xl,x2,x3,yl,y2,y3);
% fits parabola through three points
% y=axA2+bx+c
a=((y 1-y2)*(x2-x3)-(y2-y3)*(x1-x2)) / ((x^l 2-x2^2)*(x2-x3)-(x2^2-x3^2)*(x1-x2));
b=((y 1-y2)-a*(x 1 ^2-x2A2))/(x 1-x2);
c=y 1-a*x 12-b*x 1;
abc=[a b c]';
plot_together.m
function []=plot_together();
global coeff_a coeff_b coeff_c coeff_d
global load_min load_max gen_max
global n_period
for j= 1:n_period,
figure(j);
xlabel('MWhours');
ylabel('MB');
hold;
for i=1:17,
span=(0:. 1: load_max(i,j));
mb= coeff_c(i,j) + coeff_d(i,j)*span;
plot(span,mb);
end
for i= 1:14,
span=(0:. 1 :gen_max(i));
mc= coeff _a(i) + coeff_b(i)*span;
plot(span,mc);
end
hold off;
end
I
plot_MB.m
function []=plotMB();
global coeff_c coeff_d
global load_min load_max
global n_period
for j= 1:n_period,
subplot(2,2,j);
xlabel('MWhours');
ylabel('MB');
hold;
for i= 1:17,
span=(0:. 1:load_max(i,j));
mb= coeff_c(i,j) + coeff_d(i,j)*span;
plot(span,mb);
end
hold off;
end
plot_MC.m
function []=plot_MC();
global a
span=(1:.1: 100);
% These are MC's from page 2049 of IEEE Test
% MC=alxA2+a2x+a3 => [al a2 a3]
% curve specification typel: [35 65 90 26.4300 24.4367 29.4200]
parabola=a(1,1)*span.A2 + a(2,1)*span + a(3,1);
subplot(3,3,1);
plot(span, parabola);
% curve specification type2:
% (need to do line approximation because of insufficient data)
parabola=a(1,2)*span.A2 + a(2,2)*span + a(3,2);
subplot(3,3,2);
plot(span, parabola);
% curve specification type3:
% hidro unit, very small operating cost, no fuel cost associated so lets just take O&M
% variable cost as for nuclear plant
parabola=a(1,3)*span.^2 + a(2,3)*span + a(3,3);
subplot(3,3,3);
plot(span, parabola);
% curve specification type 4 : [35 65 90 14.2200 13.1800 15.7800]
parabola=a(1,4)*span.^2 + a(2,4)*span + a(3,4);
subplot(3,3,4);
plot(span, parabola);
% curve specification type 5: [40, 67.5 ,90, 20.5800, 21.5000, 22.8800]
parabola=a(1,5)*span.^2 + a(2,5)*span + a(3,5);
subplot(3,3,5);
plot(span, parabola);
% curve specification type 6: [47.5, 70, 90, 11.0720, 11.4800, 11.9600]
parabola=a(1,6)*span.^2 + a(2,6)*span + a(3,6);
subplot(3,3,6);
plot(span, parabola);
% curve specification type 7: [47.5, 70, 90, 20.4570, 23.2630, 20.5720]
parabola=a(1,7)*span.^2 + a(2,7)*span + a(3,7);
subplot(3,3,7);
plot(span, parabola);
% curve specification type 8: [52.5, 72.5, 90, 12.1000, 11.5800, 11.0680]
parabola=a(1,8)*span.^2 + a(2,8)*span + a(3,8);
subplot(3,3,8);
plot(span, parabola);
% curve specification type 9: [37.5, 65, 90, 6.1050, 5.7470, 5.8920]
parabola=a(1,9)*span.^2 + a(2,9)*span + a(3,9);
subplot(3,3,9);
plot(span, parabola);
Iterative Algorithm
dispatch.m
function [f, g] = dispatch(X)
% Returns objective f and constraints g,
% at a given operating point X, and for a given load, tot_load
% INPUT:
% X is the (n_mod + ng*nperiod) dimensional vector
% tot_load = total load (in MW), size(tot_load)=(1,n_period);
% >>>Information<<<
% if n_1 == 1: checking N-1 requirement,
% otherwise : checking transmission constraints on full network
%********** GLOBAL VARIABLES: NETWORK AND DC MATRICES ********
global n_1
global duration
global y
% Global variables from initial.m
global cost_degrading_factor
global nb ng nl nln
global ns
global gen_min gen_max
global load_min load_max
global unit_one unit_two unit_new
global coeff_al coeff_a2 coeff_a3
global control_dispatch
global coeff_a coeff_b
global coeff_c coeff_d
global demand
global dist
global n_mod
global n_period
global power_base
global modified_lines
global expansion_costexpansion
global grid_upgrade
global trans_max_original trans_max_n_1_original
global trans_max
global trans_max_n_1
global trans_max_used
global H Hn_l1 B
global counter
global load_index nld
% Global variables from dispatch.m
global period_costs total_cost
global cost costs
global benefit benefits
global import
global flows
global g
global global_flows
global gen load
global years
%**************** COMPUTATION OF COSTS AND CONSTRAINTS *********
% Computes the total cost f and the constraints g for a given load, and at a given point X
% clears values in every iterration
period_costs=[];
expansion=X(1 :n_mod);
ifn _1== 1
grid_upgrade=[];
for i = 1:nl,
if i-=1
sub_upgrade=zeros(38, 1);
sub_upgrade(modified_lines)=expansion;
sub_upgrade=sub_upgrade([1:i-1, i+1:nl]);
grid_upgrade=[grid_upgrade; sub_upgrade];
end
end
trans_max_n_1 = trans_maxnl1original+grid_upgrade;
else
grid_upgrade=zeros(nl, 1);
grid_upgrade(modified_lines) =expansion;
trans_max=trans_max_original+grid_upgrade;
end
for i = 1:n_period,
% load specification
load_i=zeros(nb,1);
pos l=n_mod + n_period*ng;
load_i(load_index) = X(posl+(i-1)*nld+1 : posl+i*nld);
load(:,i)=load_i;
% generation at each node (in MW)
gen_i = zeros(nb,1);
gen_2 = gen_i;
gen_l = gen_i;
gen_l (unit_one) = X(n_mod+((i-1)*ng+1) : n_mod+((i-1)*ng+10));
gen_2(unit_two) = X(n_mod+((i-1)*ng+ 11) : n_mod+((i-1)*ng+ 14));
gen(:,i) = gen_l + gen_2;
% net power injections (in MW)
y(:,i) = gen(:,i) - load(:,i);
% power imported in 138kV area
global_flows(:,i) = H*y(:,i);
import(i) = - global_flows(7,i) - sum(global_flows(14:17,i));
% power flows on the lines
% (possibly for the N-1 contigencies if n_1 == 1)
ifn 1== 1
H_used = Hn_1;
trans_max_used = trans_max n_ 1;
elseif n_1 == 0
H_used = H;
trans_max_used = trans_max;
end
% Note: trans_max_used are dependent on n_l
flows(:,i) = H_used*y(:,i); % Note: flows are dependent on n_l
% either (38x1) or (37A2)xl dimension
nln = length(flows(:,i)); % nln the same number in every period
% accounting for nl factor
%************************ CONSTRAINTS g *************************
% g(1) is the power balance equality constraint
% Losses in MW.
% Division by powerbase, because the formula holds in p.u. and one must account for
% the non linearity when writing the formula in absolute values.
L(i) = (y(:,i))' * B * (y(:,i))/power_base;
cycle= 1 + 2*ng + 2*nl +2*nld;
pos0=n_mod + ng*n_period;
% Loss compensation constraints
g((i-1)*cycle +1) = sum(y(:,i)) - L(i);
% Positive generation constraints
g((i-1)*cycle +2: (i-1)*cycle +1+ng) =
gen_min - X(n_mod+(i-1)*ng+1 : n_mod+i*ng);
g((i-1)*cycle +2+ng : (i-1)*cycle +1+2*ng) = ...
X(n_mod+(i-l)*ng+1 : n_mod+i*ng) - gen_max;
% Transmission constraints
g((i-l)*cycle +2+2*ng : (i-l)*cycle +1+2*ng+nln) =
-trans_max_used - flows(:,i);
g((i-1)*cycle +2+2*ng+nln : (i-l)*cycle +1+2*ng+2*nln) =
flows(:,i) - trans_max_used;
% Positive demand constraints
g((i-l)*cycle +2+2*ng+2*nln : (i-1)*cycle +1+2*ng+2*nln+nld) =
load_min(:,i) - X(posO +(i-1)*nld+l : pos0+i*nld);
g((i-1)*cycle +2+2*ng+2*nln+nld : (i-1)*cycle +1+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)= ...
X(posO +(i-l)*nld+l : pos0+i*nld) - load_max(:,i);
% positive expansion constraints at the end, out of the periods loop
%************************** COSTS ******************************
% OBJECTIVE f is the sum of the costs at each generating bus
% costs are defined to be positive
if control_dispatch == 3
costs(1:ng,i) = coeff_a3 .* X(n_mod +((i-1)*ng+l) : n_mod+(i*ng)) ...
+ 1/2 * coeff_a2 .* (X(n_mod+((i- )*ng+l) : n_mod+(i*ng)).A2) ...
+ 1/3 * coeff_al .* (X(n_mod+((i-1)*ng+l) : n_mod+(i*ng)).A3);
elseif control_dispatch == 2
costs(l:ng,i) = coeff_a .* X(n_mod +((i-l)*ng+l) : n_mod+(i*ng)) ...
+ 1/2 * coeff_b .* (X(n_mod+((i-1)*ng+l) : n_mod+(i*ng)).A2);
end
cost(i)=sum(costs(1 :ng,i));
% loads added to the end of the state vector
benefits(1:nld,i) = coeff_c(:,i).*X(posO+((i-1)*nld +1 ): pos0+(i*nld))...
+ 1/2 * coeff_d(:,i) .* (X(posO+((i-1)*nld+1) : pos0+(i*nld)).^2);
benefit(i)=sum(benefits(1 :nld,i));
period_costs= [period_costs (-benefit(i)+cost(i))*duration(i)];
end % The end of the period loop
% reshufle g to get the equality constraints at the begining
% this shuffling also accounts for n_1 factor (through cycle variable)
for i = 2:n_period,
temporary=g(i);
g(i)=g((i- 1)*cycle +1);
g((i- 1)*cycle +1)=temporary;
end
% Expansion constraints
g(n_period*cycle+1 : n_period*cycle+n_mod)=-expansion;
total_cost=sum([periodcosts*years expansion'*expansion_cost]);
% total_cost=sum([period_costs*years trans_max_used'*expansion_cost]);
% this formulation is not used because K1 is expanded capacity, not including
% the existing one, however, in our case initial MVA for modified-lines is zero
% so it's pretty much the same thing
% f = total_cost;
f = total_cost/cost_degrading_factor; % otherwise we get mod Hess(2) (no update)
% In the case when there is duration, this have to be used
% This is also the only thing then that has to be changed, becase only f is
% affected by this, total_cost stays the same, and we do not care about nominal value of f
% !!! This might affect lagrangian multipliers
%******************************** END *********************************
optimize.m
global lagranges equality_lagranges
global mingen_langrans mingen_langrans 1 mingen_langrans2
global maxgen_langrans maxgen_langrans 1 maxgen_langrans2
global trans l_langrans trans2_langrans
global minload_langrans maxload_langrans
global gen_index 1 gen_index2 load_index
global OPTIONS HESS
global n_l s nb nl ng nld nln n_mod years n_period
global cost_degrading_factor
global network len
global H H_ Hn_l1 B A A
global flows global_flows import
global cost costs cost_gen_periods totgencost TCg TCG
global benefit benefits tot_rev_periods totrevenue tr TR
global TCe TCE expansion_cost grid_upgrade
global periodcosts total_cost TC NR1 NR2
global lambda rho MB MC nodal_prices
global gen net_gen net_generators
global gen_min gen_max
global load_min load_max duration
global load demand net_loads net_loads_at_buses
global length_mods modified_lines expansion
global trans_max_original trans_max_n_ 1_original
global trans_max trans_max_n_1 trans_max_used
global rating_scaling_factor degrading_factor
global coeff_al coeff_a2 coeff_a3
global coeff_a coeff_b coeff_c coeff_d
global X g state_length y
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> INITIALIZATION <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
clear all;
set_pars;
set_net;
set_load;
set_gen;
set_mods;
get_h;
get_hn_l;
get_b;
get bn_l;
% Complete (Initial Guess) State Vector XO
state_length=n_mod + ng*n_period + nld*n_period;
XO=zeros(state_length, 1);
XO(n_mod+ng*n_period+1 : state_length)=ones(nld*n_period, 1)*150;
for i = 1:n_period,
XO(n_mod+((i-l1)*ng+1) : n_mod+(i*ng)) =
[60 40 40 300 155 310 591 400 400 300 152 152 155 350]* 0.4;
% operating initaly under maximum capacity at each generator
end
% Options control
options = foptions;
options(1) = 1;
options(13) = n_period; % four times one equality constraint
options(2) = le-02; % Precision on X
options(3) = 1; % Precision on Cost
options(14) = 30000; % max number of iterrations
%********************** ECONOMIC DISPATCH **************************
[X, OPTIONS, lagranges, HESS] = constr('dispatch',XO,options);
% Rearranging g to its original form for pricing purposes
cycle= 1 + 2*ng + 2*nln +2*nld;
for i = 2:n_period,
temporary=g((i- 1)*cycle +1);
g((i- 1)*cycle +1)=g(i);
g(i)=temporary;
end
for i = 2:n_period,
temporary=lagranges((i- 1)*cycle +1);
lagranges((i- 1)*cycle +1)=lagranges(i);
lagranges(i)=temporary;
end
pricing;
social_welfare;
%********************************* END ********************************
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Internaly used procedures
get_b.m
function []=get_b();
% Computes loss matrix B such that L = y'*B*y where y is the vector of net injections
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables defined in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global B
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables used in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global H
global network
B = H' * diag(network(:,3)) * H;
% Note that B will not change as capacity of transformer lines is changed
get_h.m
function [] = get_h();
% Computes the transfer admittance matrix of the DC load-flow equation,
% H such that flows = H*y for the nl line contingencies
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables defined in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global A A_ H
global H
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables used in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global nb nl s
global network
Id = eye(nl);
% Loss matrix and stacking, for the complete network
% Note that H will not change as capacity of transformer lines is changed
A = Id(network(:,l), 1:nb) - Id(network(:,2), 1:nb);
A_ = A(:,[l:s-1, s+l:nb]);
H_ = diag(network(:,4)) * A_ * inv(A_' * diag(network(:,4)) * A_);
H = [ H_(:,1:s-1), zeros(nl,1), H_(:,s:nb-1) ];
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get_hn_1.m
function [] = get_hn_l();
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables defined in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global Hn_l
global trans_max_n_ _original
%>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> Variables used in this procedure <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<
global network
global nl nb s
Id = eye(nl);
for i = 1:nl,
if i -= 11 % All the lines but line 11 are removed one by one
ntkl = network([1:i-1, i+l:nl],:);
% Network incidence matrix
Al = Id(ntkl(:,l), 1:nb) - Id(ntkl(:,2), l:nb);
% Reduced network incidence matrix
Al_ = Al(:,[i:s-1, s+l:nb]);
H1_ = diag(ntkl(:,4)) * Al_ * inv(Al_' * diag(ntkl(:,4)) * Al_);
% Completion by a column of zeros and stacking
H1 = [ H1_(:,l:s-1), zeros(nl-1,1), H1_(:,s:nb-1) ];
Hn_l = [Hn_l ; HI];
% Stacking of the ratings of the network after contingency
trans_max_n_ I_original = [trans_max_nl original; ntkl(:,5)];
% this is sufficient because all degradations are incorporated
% in ntkl(:,5)
end
end
% Note that Hn_l will not change as capacity of transformer lines is changed
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load_duration.m
function LD = load_duration(steps)
% Computes the Load Duration curve using the data: week_load, day_load,
% hour winterwkdy/wknd, hour summerwkdy/wknd and hourispringwkdy/wknd
% from IEEE reliability test system, tables 1, 2 and 3.
% INPUT:
% steps is the vectors of benchmarks used for defining each period:
% in period i, steps(i) < load <= steps(i+l)
% One should have steps(l) = 0%, and if s = length(steps), steps(s) = 100%
% OUTPUT:
% LD(i, 1) is the duration of period i
% LD(i,2) is the average demand during period i
% LD(i,3) is the maximum demand during period i, i.e. step(i+1)
week load=[86.2000 90.0000 87.8000 83.4000 88.0000 84.1000...
83.2000 80.6000 74.0000 73.7000 71.5000 72.7000...
70.4000 75.0000 72.1000 80.0000 75.4000 83.7000...
87.0000 88.0000 85.6000 81.1000 90.0000 88.7000...
89.6000 86.1000 75.5000 81.6000 80.1000 88.0000...
72.2000 77.6000 80.0000 72.9000 72.6000 70.5000 ...
78.0000 69.5000 72.4000 72.4000 74.3000 74.4000...
80.0000 88.1000 88.5000 90.9000 94.0000 89.0000...
94.2000 97.0000 100.0000 95.2000]';
day_load = [ 93 100 98 96 94 77 75]';
hour winterwkdy = [ 67 63 60 59 59 60 74 86 95 96 96 95 ...
95 95 93 94 99 100 100 96 91 83 73 63 ]';
hourwinterwknd = [ 78 72 68 66 64 65 66 70 80 88 90 91 ...
90 88 87 87 91 100 99 97 94 92 87 81 ]';
hoursummerwkdy = [ 64 60 58 56 56 58 64 76 87 95 99 100...
99 100 100 97 96 96 93 92 92 93 87 72 ]';
hour_summerwknd = [ 74 70 66 65 64 62 62 66 81 86 91 93 ...
93 92 91 91 92 94 95 95 100 93 88 80]';
hourspring_wkdy = [ 63 62 60 58 59 65 72 85 95 99 100 99 ...
93 92 90 88 90 92 96 98 96 90 80 70]';
hourspringwknd = [ 75 73 69 66 65 65 68 74 83 89 92 94...
91 90 90 86 85 88 92 100 97 95 90 85 ]';
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winter = [week_load(1:8); week_load(44:52)];
summer = week_load(18:30);
spring = [week_load(9:17); week_load(31:43)];
winterwkdy = hour-winter wkdy * winter';
winter_wknd = hourwinterwknd * winter';
summer_wkdy = hoursummerwkdy * summer';
summer_wknd = hour summer wknd * summer';
springwkdy = hourspring_wkdy * spring';
spring_wknd = houirspring_wknd * spring';
load = [winterwkdy(:)*day_load( 1:5)' winterwknd(:)*day_load(6:7)';
summer_wkdy(:)*day_load(1:5)' summer_wknd(:)*day_load(6:7)';
spring_wkdy(:)*day_load(1:5)' spring_wknd(:)*day_load(6:7)' ];
load = load(:) / 10000;
s = length(steps);
init = length(load);
LD = zeros(s-1,3);
for i = 1 : (s-1),
tot = sum(sum(load(load <= steps(i+1))));
load = load(steps(i+1) < load);
LD(i,1) = init - length(load);
if LD(i, 1) > 0
LD(i,2) = tot / LD(i, 1);
end
init = init - LD(i,1);
LD(i,3) = steps(i+1);
end
racunaj.m
function []=racunaj(hrg, hrd, og, od, factor, var);
MC=(hr_g*og-hrd*od)/(og-od)*factor+var;
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Pricing procedures
pricing.m
function [] = pricing();
global MB MC nodal_prices
global lagranges
global lambda rho
global tot_rev_periods totrevenue
global cost_gen_periods totgencost
global TCe TCE
global gen_indexl gen_index2
global equality_lagranges
global mingen_langrans mingen_langrans1 mingen_langrans2
global maxgen_langrans maxgen_langrans 1 maxgen_langrans2
global trans l_langrans trans2_langrans
global minload_langrans maxload_langrans
global coeff_a coeff_b coeff c coeff d
global expansion expansion_cost
global X y
global gen load load_index
global net_gen net_loads net_loads_at_buses
global nb ng ns n_mod nld n_period nln
global power_base
global H B
global trans_max_used
global years duration
global cost_degrading_factor
% Initialization
MC=zeros(nb,n_period);
MB =zeros(nb,n_period);
nodal_prices=zeros(nb,n_period);
rho=zeros(nb,n_period);
lambda=zeros(n_period);
net_gen=zeros(nb,n_period);
net_loads_at_buses=zeros(nb,n_period);
net_loads=zeros(nld,n_period);
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single_gens_buses = [7 16 13 18 21 22];
single_index = [4 5 7 8 9 10];
double_gens_buses = [15 1 2 23];
double_index_l 1 = [1 2 3 6];
double_index_2 = [11 12 13 14];
gen_indexl = [15 1 2 7 16 23 13 18 21 22];
gen_index2 = [1 2 15 23];
dummy24=zeros(nb,n_period);
dummy38=zeros(nln,n_period);
mingen_langrans=dummy24;
mingen_langrans 1 =dummy24;
mingen_langrans2=dummy24;
maxgen_langrans=dummy24;
maxgen_langrans 1 =dummy24;
maxgen_langrans2=dummy24;
trans l_langrans=dummy38;
trans2_langrans=dummy38;
minload_langrans=dummy24;
maxload_langrans=dummy24;
equality_lagranges=zeros(n_period, 1);
% Fetching corresponding lagrangians
pomak=[1 (1+2*(ng+nln+nld))+l 2*(1+2*(ng+nln+nld))+l 3*(1+2*(ng+nln+nld))+l];
for i= 1:n_period,
% Negative assignment associated with some lagrangians is due to the negative direction
% of corresponding entries in the formulation of constraints vector g
equality_lagranges(i)=lagranges(pomak(i));
mingen_langrans 1 (gen_index l,i) = -lagranges(pomak(i)+1 :.
pomak(i)+ 10)/duration(i)/years*cost_degrading_factor;
mingen_langrans2(gen_index2,i) = -lagranges(pomak(i)+1 : .
pomak(i)+ 14)/duration(i)/years*cost_degrading_factor;
mingen_langrans(:,i) = mingen_langrans 1 (:,i) + mingen_langrans2(:,i);
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maxgen_langrans 1 (gen_index 1,i)=-lagranges(pomak(i)+ 1 +ng : ...
pomak(i)+ng+ 10)/duration(i)/years*cost_degrading_factor;
maxgen_langrans2(gen_index2,i)=-lagranges(pomak(i)+ng+ 11: .
pomak(i)+ng+ 14)/duration(i)/years*cost_degrading_factor;
maxgen_langrans(:,i) = maxgen_langrans 1 (:,i) + maxgen_langrans2(:,i);
trans l_langrans(:,i)=-lagranges(pomak(i)+1+2*ng : ...
pomak(i)+2*ng+nln)/duration(i)/years*costdegradingfactor;
trans2_langrans(:,i)=-lagranges(pomak(i)+ 1+2*ng+nln : ...
pomak(i)+2*ng+2*nln)/duration(i)/years*cost_degrading_factor;
minload_langrans(load_index,i)=lagranges(pomak(i)+ 1 +2*ng+2*nln .
pomak(i)+2*ng+2*nln+nld)/duration(i)/years*cost_degradingfactor;
maxload_langrans(load_index,i)=lagranges(pomak(i)+ 1 +2*ng+2*nln+nld .
pomak(i)+2*ng+2*nln+2*nld)/duration(i)/years*cost_degrading_factor;
end
% Nodal prices computation
for i= 1:n_period,
% Generation side, calculation of the MC for the buses which are
% "net-generators" based on the aggregate supply curve
net_gen(:,i) = (abs(y(:,i))+y(:,i))/2;
for j= 1: size(single_gens_buses,2),
coeff_index = single_index(j);
gen_index = single_gens_buses(j);
a = coeff_a(coeff_index);
b = coeffb(coeff_index);
if net_gen(gen_index,i) == 0,
MC(gen_index,i) = 0;
else
MC(gen_index,i) = a + b*net_gen(gen_index,i);
end
end
for j= 1:size(double_gens_buses,2),
coeffl_index = double_index_l (j);
coeff2_index = double_index_2(j);
gen_index = double_gens_buses(j);
al = coeff_a(coeff 1index);
a2 = coeff_a(coeff2_index);
bl = coeff_b(coeff _index);
b2 = coeff_b(coeff2_index);
threshold = (al-a2)/b2;
generation = net_gen(gen_index,i);
if (generation > 0) & (generation < threshold)
MC(gen_index,i) = a2 + b2 * X(n_mod + (i-1)*n_period + 10+j);
elseif (generation > threshold)
MC(gen_index,i) = (generation + al/bl + a2/b2) * (bl*b2/(bl+b2));
else
MC(gen_index,i) = 0;
end
end
% Marginal benefit at loads, for all net-loads (other were set to 0)
% Some of net_loads might be zeros because although they initially had
% load at the bus, if there was excess generation, they become net-generators
net_loadsatbuses(:,i) = (abs(y(:,i))-y(:,i))/2;
net_loads(1:nld,i) = net_loadsatbuses(load_index,i);
for j= 1:nld,
if net_loads(j,i) == 0
marginal_benefit(j,i)=0;
else
marginal_benefit(j,i) = coeff_c(j,i) + ...
coeffd(j,i) .* net_loads(j,i);
end
end
dummy = zeros(nb,1);
dummy(load_index) = marginal_benefit(1 :nld,i);
MB(1:nb,i) = dummy;
% Nodal prices, joining net-loads and net-generators
nodal_prices(1 :nb,i) = MC(1:nb,i)+MB(1 :nb,i);
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% System lambda is the marginal cost at the swing generator for each consumtion period
lambda(i) = equality_lagranges(i);
% Nodal prices
rho(:,i) = lambda(i)*(ones(nb, 1)-2*B*y(:,i)/powerbase) + ...
mingen_langrans(:,i) - maxgen_langrans(:,i) - .
H'*(trans l_langrans(:,i)-trans2_langrans(: ,i));
% rho(:,i) = lambda(i)*(ones(nb,1)-2*B*y(:,i)/powerbase) - ...
% H'*(trans l _1angrans(:,i)-trans2_1angrans(:,i));
end % of the period loop
% Investment cost Recovery
% Important: I tried, TR=sum(load.*rho) and TC=sum(gen.*rho) and it gives
% the same results like this, so, that is not the problem
cost_gen_periods = ((net_gen.*rho)*duration)*years;
totgencost = sum(costgen_periods);
TCe = expansion'*expansion_cost;
TCE = sum(TCe);
tot_rev_periods = ((net_loads at_buses.*rho)*duration)*years;
totrevenue = sum(tot_rev_periods);
input('totgencost TCE totrevenue (totgencost+TCE-totrevenue)');
[totgencost TCE totrevenue (totgencost+TCE-totrevenue)]
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function [] = social_welfare();
% Calculation of theTotal Cost and the Total Revenue
global MB MC
global netgen net_loads_at_buses
global expansion expansion_cost
global TCg TCG TCe TCE TC
global tr TR
global duration years
TCg = sum(MC.*net_gen);
TCG = TCg*duration*years;
TCe = expansion.*expansion_cost;
TCE = sum(TCe);
TC = TCG + TCE;
tr = sum(MB.*net_loads_at_buses);
TR = tr*duration*years;
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socialwelfare.m
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